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•UMaine System

•Convicted sex offender

approves
UMaine ENIMC examine nursing student's future BOT
Orenduff as
By Mike McLaughlin
Matt Wickenheiser
Staff Writers
Tomorrow afternoon the academic future of Yvonne Mazerolle,
a student in the nursing program at
the University of Maine, will once
again be examined due to a sexual
offense cony it tion in her past
Discussions between UMaine
and Eastern Maine Medical Center
officials begin tomorrow to determine whether Materolle will be
allowed to complete required clinical work at the hospital, which
will allow her to graduate trom the

state of Maine Probation and Pa- vised contact with children was
program as a registered nurse
Mazerolle was convicted on role office, said currently. Maze- requested at the time of Mazethree counts of gross sexual mis- mlle, who began her probation in rolle's original sentencing, hut the
conduct in July 1991. Pnor to this May 1993,is performing psychiat- judge, Justice Eugene Beaulieu,
conviction the 35-year-old Bangor ric clinical duties at the Acadia did not include the condition.
A request for the condition was
resident was a student in the School Hospital in Bangor. Fie added that
personally, he has a problem with again made last week, and was
of Nursing at UMaine
Hugh Torrey,Maz.emlle'scom- a convicted sex offender working denied, this time by Justice Andrew Mead,who felt circumstancpanion prior to the conviction,sex- with the mentally ill
In order to graduate from es had not changed enough to
ually abused Mazerolle's three
young daughters while she re- UMaine as a registered nurse, it change the terms.
Roberts said the main problem
strained them according to testi- will be necessary for Mazerolle to
was
mony in the case Mazemlle was complete a pediatric clinical in- in making the condition statai
Dr
counselor,
Mazerolle's
that
with
children.
work
sentenced to serve 12 months un- volving
Acording to Deputy District Maxine Doty.felt there would not
der house arrest and four years of
Attorney Michael Roberts. a speprobation
See NURSING on page 9
Ron Sagner. an officer with the cial condition restncting unsuper-

•International trade

Economists discuss possible US and
Mexican ramifications from NAFTA
By John Roy
Staff Writer
University of Maine economics Professor Peter Morici thinks
the North American Free Trade
.‘greement would help modernize
Mexico.
UMaine economics Professor
Melvin Burke thinks NAFTA
would not develop Mexico.
Both will have the chance to
see who is nght if NAFTA passes
through the U S House of Representatives today.
NAFTA is being voted on today in Washington 0 C. If it passes, the United States. Canada and
Mexico will form a North American marketplace The market would
gradually drop most tariffs currently in effect between the three
countries Since Canada and the
States alreads have a free
Peter Morici, professor of ecc- United
would be
trade agreement
oom s (Boys: photo)

the most affected of the three.
Whether the effect would be positive or negative is where Morici
and Burke disagree
Morici aces NAFTA as positive
for Mexico He said he believes it
would lead to the country becoming more modern and more competitive. in the world economy
"People will only invest in
Mexico if they know it is secure,"
Monci said in a Tuesday morning
interview. NAFTA would he a step
toward establishing that needed
security, he added.
Burke thinks gains by Mexico
would only he short term
-The short term would be .t
period of euphoria." Burke said in
a Monday night inters les%
The euphoria would come from
the buying, and investing into, of
existing Mexican banks and bustSee MEXICO on page 8

Melvin Burke, professor of
economics.(Boyd photo.)

chancellor
By Chris DeBeck
Staff Writer

PRESQUE ISLE,Maine—The
University of Maine System hoard
of trustees unanimously approved
J. Michael Ortaiduff as chancellor
at its meeting Monday at the University of Maine. Presque Isle
Orenduff, whit was named acting chancellor in September, was
recommended by a search committee for the position on Oct. 27.
Trustee Duane Fitzgerald, who
formally recommended Orenduff
to the board, said the search process was fair in coming to a conclusion.
"I want to note that this was not
a case where we went through the
motions," Fitzgerald said.
Fitzgerald said the field of 68
applicants was whittled down to
three finalists, who were then interviewed in depth
The board then accepted Orenduff as chancellor He will earn
$129,433 per year The board also
approved a one-time payment of
$113,637 to offset taxes from his
term as president of the American
University of Bulgaria
Orenduff, after receiving applair e from the board and the audi MCC,told the hoard that the UMaine
system needs to face changes as the
21st century approaches
Orenduff said a partnership hietween the public unis ersioes.techru cal colleges, private colleges and the
K-12 school systems needed to he
refined to ensure the best possible
use of educational resources.
"In sum. our j-.sti is not to meet
all the educational needs, or even
See CHANCELLOR on
Page 8

•Changing policies

South African leader addresses trade issues
By Malcolm Smith
Staff Writer
Twelve years ago Dumisani
Kumalo came to the University of
Maine to urge the hoard of trustees to divest holdings in companies doing business- in South Africa Last night. he returned to say
that it was OK to reins est, but in a
was that will address the legacy
of apartheid
Kumalo. a South African native, came to the U S in 1977
after heino forced into exile He
spoke at Nes ille Hall Monday
night as the Projects Director of
the Africa Fund
Kumalo's speech began with
the -had news" — the violence in

South Africa that has increased
since the announcement in July of
elections in April 1994, in which
blacks will be allowed to vote
Kumalo cnticized F W de
Klerk (Cur blaming the siolence on
the rivalry between the African
National Congress and the Inkatha
Freedom Party
The "good new s' was the optimistic mood that the upcoming
elections have spread to the South
African citizens
"My country is going through
its deadliest and most exciting
time." Kumalo said
Kumalo spoke of several road,
blocks that stand in the way of the
Apnl elections, including the violence he blamed on the Nationalist

party He said the world needs to
keep their eyes on the election proces.s. saying that even in America,
elections can he stolen
Kornai° gave an account of the
history of apartheid, and spoke of
the white South African's land deal
that gave 87 percent of the country
to whites, while blacks are the
masonty He said whites had used
stars ation to get the blacks to work
in the gold and diamond mines.
and broke up black families He
cited the example of his mother
being sailed for try mg to join his
father in the town where he worked
Kumalo said that the sanctions
worked. but institutions such as
Sec S01.-1-11 t.FRI(:A on
Page 8

Durnisani Kumalo tells of personal experiences e,, the troubled South Afrtcan systems See page 7 for a
with Kumalo.(McIntyre photo)
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WorldBriefs

• Puerto Rico to remain a commonwealth
•Toyota strikes deal with GM to resell cars in Japan
•China's economic growth averages 13 percent per year
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•Failed referendum

•Continuing trial
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Children repeatedly changing story Puerto Ricans reject statehood
PRESTON, England (API -- Taped interrogations of one of two schoolboys
accused ofkilling a totidler reveal an 11 -year-old repeatedly changing his story while
denying blame for the victim's abduction and death
The boy, identified per court order only as Child A. is heard breaking down and crying
on several occasions during the police questioning
"Why can't I go home with me mum?" Child A asks in a %niftily voice.
The cowl was to resume listening Tuesday to the tapes, which total about 6 1/2 hours
Later this week the court will hear the nearly six hours of interviews with Child B.
The two II -year-old boys are charged with the abduction and murder of James Bulger,
taken from a Liverpool shopping mall Feb. 12 The 2-year-old was led about two miles
across tow n to a lonely rail track, where his battered body was found two days later.
Both boys, who were 10 at the time of the crime. have pleaded innocent. But prosecutors
say Child B has confessed to the crime while Child A told police he only watched. Since
they are under 14 the prosecution must prove they knew right from wrong
On the police tapes. Child A is heard telling police he and Child B saw James walking
with his mother in the shopping center "I never left with Baby James," the boy tells police.
But, presented with videos from mall security cameras showing two older boys leading
James away, Child A recants and admits they left with the toddler.
Speaking in a clear, high-pitched voice with a heavy Liverpudlian accent. Child A tells
police that Child B took the toddler and asks • Why are you talking to me)"
The hsr. then tells police he left the toddler at a church. hut when confmnted with two witnesses
who Owed the boys with James farther along the mute. Child A says he left the toddler their.
'nder further questioning. Child A recants again and admits to police hr last saw James
at the rail line Child A said he and Child B left the crying toddler there

•China's ideology

SAN .RIAN, Puerto Rico( Al') ---- When Puerto Ricans narrowly voted to reject
the prospect of statehood, they were showing their reluctance to risk the economic
benefits reaped from 41 years as a commonwealth.
Statehood ads °caws,rebuffed in Sunday's three-way vote, pointed out that the island's
inhabitants never ha% e been quick to embrace change — not during four centuries of
Spanish colonial rule, nor in 95 years as a U.S territory .
"When all the colonies of Spain were fighting for independence, we received all the
loyalists to Spain from all the other places," Charlie Rodriguez, the island Senate's
majority leader, told The Associated Press
"We became a very docile, loyal people," he said "We did not fight the Americans
when they landed here" in 1898
Rodriguez hacked Gov Pedro Rossetti) in his attempt iii alter Puerto Rico's ambigutius
relationship with the United States and take the first step toward making the island the 5Ist state.
Nearly three-quarters of the 2.3 million registered voters turned out Sunday. No
violence or tampering w as reported and the loser graciously bowed to the will ofthe people.
Commonwealth received 823,258. or 48 4 percent of the vote. statehood 785,859, or
46.2 percent, independence 75,253, or 4 4 percent
Statehooders :ought Monday to portray their narrow loss as a historical gain for their
traditionally runner-up movement.
''People in Puerto Rico take too much time to change,' Rodriguez complained."You
have to educate, take away misperceptions that people have had all their life"
Commonwealth supporters acknowledged they presented change as a threat to the
island's Spanish language. its separate Olympic team and the tax breaks that have helped
transform a poor. sugar-farming land into an industrial, middle-class society
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Economic growth
replacing communism
BEU1NG AP)— The Communist Party unveiled
a plan Tuesday for pushing senior leader Deg Xiaoping's economic resolution into the next century
But the 25-page plan. adopted by the party's Central
Committee at a meeting that ended Sunday was short on
key details, leaving its effectiveness in doubt.
Market reforms already have dismantled rural communes and allowed families to farm their own plots. removed price contmlc, and encouraged pri% ate enterprise
and foreign ins estment With Chinese economic growth now I. percent a year'-- far outstnpping the world average,
those reforms have replaced Communist ideology as the
underpinning of the party's legitimacy
The new plan focuses on reforming two glaring weaknesses in the economy the inefficient state-owned enterprises that require huge subsidies, and weak fiscal and monetary
systems that contnbute to dangerous boom -bust cycles.
The plan's vague proposals and insistence that many
changes he implemented only gradually indicate no economic shock treatment is planned
State-owned businesses will he able to reorganize as
share-issuing companies or other forms of corporations to
make sure they are run by professionals instead of party and
goy ernment oft,

•Fear in Moscow

.
• worried
xr
about
leasui
possible coup attempt

Bons Yeltion says he is
MOSCOW (AP)
worried that communists or neo-fascists might try to
seize power hs force, anew %paper reported Monday
The report came a day after an opinion poll showed the
Communist Par y doubling its support in the past week.
jumping to among the top three parties in the race for
December's parliamentary elections
The Communist Party v iimmanded the loyalty of 7
percent of the electorate, according to ie poll commissioned by the Itogi current affairs tele% ision show and
released Sunday
Reforms parties were leading the communists. but all
three were drawing little support The most popular party,
the pro-reform Russia's Choice, go( the support of 12
percent of those surveyed Its nearest ny al the reformist
Bloc of Three, was the favorite of 8 percent
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•Trade deal

•Renewed violence
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GM may sell cars to
Israel's security zone
Toyota for sale in Japan comes under fire
c
TOKYO(AP) - Toyota Motor Corp expects to
QIP wrap up a deal to buy, about 2i)000 General Motors
Corp cars a year and sell them under the Toyota
brand name in Japan. sources at Toyo a said Tuesday
The agreement, if concluded, would got. S -made
cars an unprecedented entry to the Japanese market Cars
and auto parts account for about three quarters it the SSO
billion annual I. S trade deficit with Japan
Even so, the deal said to be worth ahi iut S2(X) million
would do little to offset the deficit
a year to GM
The two companies have been negotiant.g the plan for
more than a year, the Toyota officials said, speaking on
condition of anony mity The can would have 1 oyota nameplates and steering wheels on the right-hand side because
traffic in Japan moves on the left
vehicles in Japan last
GM sold only 9,089 1 S
year

--

MARJAN'OrN,Lehanon(AP) - Iranian hacked
guerrillas Tuesday launched their heasiest assault on
Israel's self-sty led security zone in south Lebanon
since the signing of the Israel-PLO peace accord, secunty
sources said
Four soldiers were wounded, two from Israel and two
from Lebanon. and 12 Lebanese militia captured in a spate
of ground .,ssaults on llages. the sources said on condition
of anonymity One liezhollah attacker was killed
The Shiite Muslim Ilezhollah claimed responsibility
liezhollah is the standard bearer of Iran's brand of Show
fundamentalism in 1 a hanon It opposes the S -sponsored
Middle bast peace process as well as the Israeli PI ()accord
signed Sept 11, and advocates war to destroy Israel
The attacks came I day after the announoenvent that I S
Secretary of State Warren Christopher will visit the Middle
East next month to rey ice the peace process
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•Column

•Alleged molestation
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Sex Matters
Q; From the age of 7
to age 12.,my uncle play ed
what he called a "game"
with me.Ile would do sexual things to me in the
guise ofsonw sort of play.
He warned me that Ifanyone e$er knew about the
game they would know a ha a had girl I
was. I knew someth!ng wasn't right about
the whole thing, but I sac to young to
know what was right. i've nt •er told anyone what happened. As I got older. I heard
and read stories about situations similar to
mine. The term used to den rale it was
“sexual abuse." This confused me because
I had alai ays tried to brush the ehole thing
off as -no big deal." The more I heard
about "sexual abuse" and its effects, the
closer I came to breaking my silence.!lois ever,I base not done so yet, bee ause sometime I (hail, "What's the big dt al? It's not
that had." Recently somethint happened
which only Yalkiated my thoughts. In one
of my classes vi e discussed child abase.The
professor talked about three kine is ofabuse:
physkal, emotional, and neglset Sexual
abuse was not even mentioned!! This just
reinforced my thinking that ma be it's not
a kind of abuse. I guess all of hese "sictints" are just dwelling on sons- insignificant event from the past. Aftei all, if it's
not even talked about in a lecture on child
abuse, it must be no big deal, riaht!? Now
I feel I'm not going to tell anyone.I'm just
going to go on with my life and ti y to forget
about my uncle. Signed. Decidad.

By Sandra L. Caron, Ph. D.

A: Thank you for sharing your expenence. I would like to say that I'm sorry sexual
abuse wasn't included or emphasized in your
class, since it is certainly viewed as a form of
abuse and as a source of pain and confusion
for many students. Believe me -- you aren't
alone! I also think talking can be helpful —
that's when the healing often begins. Ignoring our past won't make it go away. If you
should change your mind and decide you
would like to talk with someone, our Coun-

assuming that whoever I dated was surely
"the one" WRONG. I hadn't found Mr
Right until I gave up on the dating scene for
6 years. Mr Right later found me and later
informed me he had been scooping inc out
from a distance He watched how I related hi
people. how I handled myself, he listened to
my comments so he could have an idea of
whir was in my heart. He knew I hated games
and that I played with all my cards on the
table. What he didn't know was that I was

It took me a long time to realize that true
love is possible with the right person.
seling Center has many fine staff members
who are here to assist students -- to help
students make sense tan of confusing experiences They have helped many students who
have been in situations similar to yours.In the
meantime, I would recommend reading The
Courage to Heal by Bass & Davis Best
wishes.
Dear Dr. Caron: I would like to cornment on the question submitted by a student
who said "Love is Dead" in yout October
13th column 1 am an older non-traditional
student and certainly had my share of head
games,deceit, and being played a food -- all
because I truly wanted a happy loyal relationship that I hoped would turn into marriage
with anyone My thinking, like many. was

checking him out.too. The first thing was the
attraction — granted, he's no movie star or
personality; what I liked about him was his
genuine interest in people and his warmth
Before him, I also felt that love was dead. It
took me a long time to realize that true love is
possible with the right person. So. to the guy
who wrote that "Love is dead,- I would say
"Be yourself There's someone out there who
wants you. It will be worth the wat!Sandra 1- Caron is Assistant Pmftstor of
Famth Relations in the Department of Human Development She teaches CHF 35/
Human Sexuality in the Spring semester
Questionsfor or Caron should he cent directly to The Maine Campus basement of
Lord Hall, CopyrightSandra 1_ Carom 1993

Police want
to strip-search
Jackson
LOS ANGELES(AP)-- Police have
a mar-ant to strip-search Michael Jackson
to corroborate a 13-year-old boy's allegations he was molested, a SOMA'says.
Jackson's la wyers,meanwhile,said the
pop supernal- was not try.ing to duck the
criminal investigation when he checked
into a ding rehabilitation center overseas.
-If Michael Jackson wanted aa eXClIfe
to stay out of the United States, all he had
to do is stay on his tour," lawyer Bertram
FieIds'raid -This is his home. He's coming back lie doesn't intend to desert the
United States • •
A source speaking on coodition of
anonymity said Los Angeles police had
obtained a warrant to check the boy's
description of spots on Jackson's genitals.
In February., the singer revealed he had a
skin crindition known as $itiligc, which
can produce white peaches.
"We know nothing about it," Jackson
lawyer Howard Weitzman said Monday.
"We are not c -incemed about those issues
in the CAW. We don't belies e t, period.•
The boy's attorney, Larry Feldman,
refused to comment.
Jackson onavled his -Dangerous"
ooncert tourFriday•saying the pressuresof
the investigation led to an adcbction to the
painkillas be was taking after recent scalp
surgery for burns he suffered while making a Pepti oatamertial in 1984.
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•Campus safety
•GSS

Weighty issue oflight addressed by UMPD members
By Yolanda Sly
Staff Writer
"How much of the campus is it reasonable to light?"
This question was raised by Charles
Chandler,assistant director of Public Safety
during an interview on Monday .
Chandler said there are no right or V. rong
answers to this question. Although most of
the campus is lit, there are, of course, areas
that appear to be dark The% e areas don't
has e enough lights or have overgrow n greener% that's hiding lights
"The lighting situation on campus is
%cry good. It's difficult to determine something as nebulous as lighting if it's as good

as it can get and as good as it should be,"
Chandler said. "Reports or lack of reports
indicate it's much hetet than it was before."
Many students on campus have said they
are not comfortable with the lac.< of lighting
in parking lot areas
"There's been a considerable improvement in parking lot lighting," Chandler said
Originally the outside areas of parking lots
were lighted in order for easier snow plow ing Many parking lots contain "islands"
where lights are located.
Chandler said if a student has a problem
with a lack of lighting, there are se% eral
wa)c to make COrk:CMY known lithe area in
question is located hy a dorm, a student can
contact the resident director who should

•Celebration of light

Kennebunkport prepared to give
fireworks another try next Fourth
KENNEBUNKPORT. Maine 1API
With George Bush no longer in the White
House, local officials think it's cafe to proceed with an Independence Day fireworks
show
The last time this seaside town had a
fireworks show was in 1989, when someone
got the idea of launching the rockets from
Walker's Point during the first year of Bush's
presidency
Pandemonium ensued w hen 30,000 people am ved for the Fourth of July chow,
turning Ocean Avenue into a sidewalk

crammed with pedestnans, some ot whom
abandoned their cars in the middle of the
road
"We ss ere hostages in our own community:* said Police It Gary Ronan "11% e
never seen so many people. I was down on
Ocean Avenue with some officers and there
were swarms of people.'
Bush's vacation home still attracts vici
tors, but town officials don't fear a repeat
next summer of the 19/49 fireworks on
%taught since he's no longer president, said
Selectman Donald Fiske.

November "Steal Deals"!
Pepsi, Diet Pepsi,
Mountain Dew
12 packs

Budweiser Family
12 Packs

notify Facilities Management they will
then look into the matter
If the area isn't near a hall. contact Tom
Cole, director of Facilities Management
Facilities Management then turns the
matter to Public Safety It conducts lighting
curs eys to determine whether there is a
problem A group of officers patrol the area
at night where a problem has been reported.
If one is found, a report is then filed
along with a work order la ith Facilities
Management They, in turn, repair or add
lighting to the designated area, Officer Deborah Mitchell said
Chandler said there ha% en't been a lot of
reports made about problems with lighting
Some reports hoe been tiled by residents of

Estaho s.ke Hall Ile said there have alsobeea
several reports about a few burned -out bulbs
"1 think through good and had budget
times. lighting has been a high priority of
several University of Maine administrationi
so people feel safe," Chandler said
Ile then stressed persona! safety
"One must walk around campus with an
hide of alertness Alsvays walk with a foetal
:Mitchell also stressed the need of per.
conal safety that includes common %eine
Never walk alone at night, she said, especially while upset or intoxicated.
She also said walk where you know your
surroundings, know an alternate route for
your destination and walk with confidence
"Always trust your instincts," Mitchell said.
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By Ryan McKinney
Staff Writer
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meeting, the General Sts
last night not to rescind p
al of the University of
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Professor of English Ma
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campus In hei speech.'
people were resistant to

•Non-traditio

Museum growing in
popularity thanks to movie

BRUNSWICK, Maine (AP) -- The
epic film "Ciettysh.irg' has contributed to
the longest and most successful season of
a museum dedicated to a Civil War hero
who supporters say has been overlooked
by history.
The Joshua Lawrence Chamberlain
Museum i staying open until Thanksgiving, instead of September, because of the
incrimsed interest in the former Maine
govamor.said Julia Oehmig.the museum
curator.
''It's been pbeni
Oehmig said.
-He's really getting national attention.
He's getting a lot of &sets ed glory."
Chamberlain. a distinguished hut bole
celebrated figure in Maine history, served
four terms as governor and went on to
become president of Bowdoin College.
The Union general is known for his
leadership on the battlefield. V. here he was
wounded six times But he held an obscure
place in history until Ted Turner's $20
million "GetrysIsurg.- a four haul- film
based on Michael Shaara's 1975 Pulitzer

Prizr-winrung novel."The Killer Angels."
Reviewsofthe movie have been mixed,
but the praise for Jeff Daniels. v,ho playeu
Ctounherlain. has been unifvrrnly rave.
In a pivotal hank at Gettysburg,Chamberlain and his 20M Maine Regiment heat
hack repeated assaults on a strategic hiC
known as Little Round Top.With many mem
down and the rest short on anummition.le
oniard an unorthodox beyonet charge that
muted the Confederate attackers
Oehmig, the museum curator, said
"Gettysburg" is adding to a wave of
public interest in Chamberlain that started
three years ago when a six-part series on
the Civil War aired on public tekvision.
Refine then, the eight- room museum
had a hard time attracting patrons. "We
had guides sitting around and no one would
come." she recalled
Now the museum averages about 12
visitors a day.enough to keep a team of20
alternating volunteer tour gu des busy.
One guide.Eleanor Rennie of Ffrunswid.'
said visitors regularly mention the movie.

Effecti

By Malcolm Smitl
Staff Writer
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Maine Vocals fires up General Student Senate
women's suffrage movement and asked sen- Maine Vocals was that Student Government
ators not to be resistant to wha, Maine Vo- may meet legal troubles in the future.
Staff Writer
"I'm afraid this group is going to reflect
cals is currently trying to do.
on us," King said. "I can honestly see
badly
approval
for
vote
to
only
not
sou
urge
"I
In a highly charged three-and-a-half hour
road "
ifleeting, the General Student Senate voted for Maine Vocals, but to also work for the a lawsuit down the
Off-campus senator Jennifer Nietsche
last night not to rescind preliminary appnw- decriminalization of hemp," Urbanski said.
said she felt she has been "misled and disal of the University of Maine chapter of "It's an idea whose time has come."
Much emotional debate came from near- mayed" about what Maine Vocals has said.
Maine Vocals.
was concerned about the proStudent senators were not the only pen- ly all members of the senate before the She said she
which Maine Vocals has been edupie to speak on this issue During the period proposal to rescind the group was shot down cess in
public on the uses of hemp_
of "general good and welfare,- a time in 7 to 14. Senators who spoke in favor of cating the
senator Kelly Walsh also
Off-campus
cited
Vocals
Maine
of
which non-senators may speak on issues. rescinding club status
out against the group saying she didn't
spoke
on
group
the
of
behalf
on
ation
misrepresent
spoke
Urbanski
Mane
English
of
Professor
any education in violating the law.
out in favor of Maine Vocals. Urbanski said what they originally intended to do. Off- see
"Smoking marijuana is against the law,
she was "delighted- Maine Vocals was on campus senator Chad King said that while
he supported Maine Vocals' right to free and Maine Vocals is supporting it," she said.
campus. In her speech, she referred to how
Probably the most emotional speech of
people were resistant to change dun ng the speech.one of the reasons he was opposed to

By Ryan McKinney

the evening came from Student Cros ernment President Collin Worster. W'orster rarely mentioned Maine Vocals in either of his
two speeches of the night, preferring rather
to denounce any senator who opposed the
freedom of speech of any group on campus.
He warned the senate that by voting to
rescind Maine Vocals preliminary club status, it would open the door for anyone who
didn't like any particular group's views to
have the ability to shut them down.
"I may not agree with the views of a
group like) Right to Life, but I'll fight to the
death to protect their right to speak," Worstet said."That's what America is all about."
See GSS on page 6
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By Malcolm Smith
Staff Writer
Effective communication comes from listening both to one's self and to the speaker
This was the message of Dr. Alan Butler
during his presentation,Effective Communication Skills, yesterday at the Memorial
1.'nion
Dr. Butler, training director at the Counseling Center and staff psychologist,spoke of
a person's need to listen to inner feelings and
emotions,and to confront those feelings honestly, without judgment. This sensitivity is
needed before the person can be honest with

1
-

words so that they do not have to deal with
another person
emotions.
that
feelings
examine
to
needs
The person
A person should not want to -fix" another
are had,and if the person cannot be honest,he
person, because that breaks down communior she needs to ask why. Butler said
ask
Butler said instead of using energy to cation,Dr Butler said The person should
fis the other
maintain a self-image, a person could use him or herself whs they want to
undesirenergy to change things he or she does not person, and why the other person's
like about him or herself Maintaining the able traits bother him or her.
Dr Butler asked the audience to discuss a
image,Dr. Butler said, keeps the person from
raised about why some people feel
question
finding out who they really are.
hill, to which
For effective communication with anoth- that they need to be king of the
a need for
was
it
suggested
audience
the
that
to
sensitive
er person,the listener must he
attention Airier said that there is nothing
person's feeling. Butler said.
Communication is messages, not words.
Butler said, adding that many people use

-1
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wrong with that feeling. as long as it does not
interfere with a person's life
The audience asked other questions. One
member asked if a person needed to like
someone tocommunicate with them,to which
Dr Butler responded that it was not necessary . hut not liking a person can he an obstacle to effective communication.
The presentation was part of the NonTraditional Students Topic series, and was
held at 3 15 p m in the Commuter Lounge
The nest topic is -Dealing With the Break-up
ofa Relationship.- anci will he held on Noy 30
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•SEC complaint

•Profile

•The cable connection

Judge freezes assets ofEuropean
dub linked to pyramid scam

Baby Bell launches battle to offer
cable TV service to Portland

The SE(' complaint alleged that the deBANGOR. Maine (AP) — A federal
judge froze the assets of a Ewopean club fendants fraudulently induced 'nibs iduals
accused of violating U.S. secunties laws to join Eur ipean Kings Club for an annual
and attempting to bilk investors by means of $100 membership fee and then to buy one or
a pyramid scheme
more "letters of investment" at a cost of
U.S. Distnct Judge Morton A Brody. $1,400 per letter.
Each letter guarantees the holder payresponding to the Secunoes and Exchange
Commission, granted a temporary restrain- ments of $200 per month for a year. which
ing order against European Kings Club and represents a 71 percent return on investment, the agency said.
associated companies and individuals.
A state official said European Kings
"In Maine, the SEC has identified with
Club has been active throughout Europe and some vx-stainty at least 44 inmstors but suspects
apparently chose Maine as its entry point that there may be considerably mote," Diamond said He said the amount invested totals
intii the United States
It appears that Maine has been honored "at least several hundred thousand dollars.
Diamond said purchasers of the memas the beachhead state." said Stephen L
Diamond,administrator of the Maine Secu- berships and letters of investment included
employees of Scott Paper Co mills in Winflues Disision in Augusta
Individuals named in Brody's order in- slow and Skow began, but he didn't know if
cluded Robert V4 Palmer Jr., 59, of Water- the mills had been designated as a target of
ville. identified as the lather-in-law of a Euro- the alleged scam.
European Kings Club literature, filled
pean Kings Club representative in Germany
Palmer. the general manager of the Ken- with quotes from famous philosophers,
nebec Water Distn%t and a former Water- promised to lead investors to "moral self silk city administrator, said he is a club sufficiency and financial independence."
investor but denied that he is an agent or a he said
Diamond said Maine investors had been
representative of the club
Palmer told the Central Maine Morning paid off on their initial ir.vestrnent in order
Sentinel that the club represents an excel- to encourage them to reinvest The SEC
lent investment opportunity "It's a great alleged that the club was running an illegal
deal fantastic." he said. hut declined to Ponzt scheme in which old investors are
paid off w ith money from new investors
comment funher

..11..AN1). hlaine(AP) - Aurutof
Pt.ll-,
NYNEX Corp announced Tuesday it has
gone to coon in a bid to niter the cable
tele v 14011 market in Fortlarid
In a suit filed in 1 7 S Distinct Court, NC%
England Telephone seeks to overturn a federal law that bars phone companies from
offering cable Pr within their tiers ise areas
Portland is unrently served by Public
Cable, a unit it lime Warner
A similar su,.. in Akvandria, N.a ended
in a s ictory for Bell Atlantic and is now
under appeal. Two other Baby Bells, Ameritech and US West filed similar complaints
following the Bell Atlantic ruling.
hr federal go% ern:new was named as
defendant in the NI I sutt.srhchalkgexthat
provisions of a I 91s4 !a w dint restricts %idea
programming tevirstini unconstitutional
violation of free speech
NYNEX, whet tiperaies in New Yak
and the six New England gates, chose to
press itc challenge us Pistland because oldie
•'unexcelled ieleiximnarrucations infrastruc ture available hear and throughout Maine,"
said Ertward B. Dinan,Maine visre president
for NST.
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'Aillinftorn"
expecled to lead to more timgranuning options for consumers, lower rates and unposed quality of sees or. the resolution
said
An executor of Public Cable
correrany stwons oompetition but
believe the Baby Bells should be
entry into Or cabk business until cable tperators can compete for learl plane service.
"Because they are an big and have am
unchecked ability to crtm-subsidire their
entry info cable with local telepbane rese.
nues, there needs to be a vin carefully I
staged entry ofthe telephone companiesop
the cable busurss," said Jeffrey Dattelt_41
vice president ni Public Cable
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president of the I,'Maine chapter,expressed
relict and gratitude to the senate for not
rescinding their club status But he also oc
that some senators were voting on the
personal feelings toward hemp, rather Our
voting on going Maine Vocals a right t,
free speech
"I feel that man) senators were try
push their ow n agenda through hoping
we'll just % an oh... Chipman said "Vie re
seen as a threat to the opposition, and they
don't like that

Non Traditional Student
Coffee Hour

'Tuesday'sSpecial-

866-3838

"The existing network in Penland provides an excellent foundation upon nhielka
cable system -an he built and nperaled,"
Dinan said
The NET challenge gotatwxothfondly
nightfrom tbePortland City Council,tribieg
adopted a resolution backing the compny•s legal challenge and supporting the
prospect of competition in place of the

General Student Senate
Other senators speaking in fa% is of Maine
Vocals said that no laws have been broken in
their attempt to educate the publis about the
various uses of the hemp plant Senators
added that Maine ‘'ovals recent rally in Old
Town was sponsored by the statewide chapter and RCN the l'Maine chapter Further,
many ienator,said, since the rails ss a., not on
campus and no one from the I. Maine chapter
lent their name to the rally. the GS'S had no
nght to start regulating those as-tomes
lollowIng the meeting. Ben C'hipman
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Staff Writer
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Kumalo discusses life as TV motherhood named
South African journalist as women's shackles
By Yolanda Sly
ture behind their personal struggle.
Soon. Kumalo was writing stories that Staff Writer
Staff Writer
exposed abuses of police power, detenMotherhood and pregnancy are not alEven though Dumisani Kumalo was only tions without trial, appalling social situapraised or regarded as positive accordways
of
hands
six years old at the time, he knew he was tions and wrongful deaths at the
ing to Deborah Rogers, associate professor
authonties
the
up
growing
boy
treated differently as a black
Ii was illegal at the time Kumalo was of English.
in South Africa.
"Childbearing and motherhood are doufor blacks to own their own new .spawriting
startschool
just
before
was
January.
It
ble-edged. Not only does Western culture
hire
papers
would
ed
white-own
The
pers.
ed. Kumalo's father had taken him into town
enshrine motherhood as women's destiny,it
to buy new shoes for the coming term As black reporters to target black readerships.
also devalues pregnancy as a ploy, punishof
many
and
white,
were
editors
the
all
Yet
use
a
to
they came to the store, they had
ment, illness, and as it is categorized by
separate entrance that was walled off by his stories were suppressed
insurance companies -- a disability."
Kumalo remembered one story in par- most
glass from the rest of the store.
said.
Rogers
not
would
paper
his
that
wrote
he
Kumalo watched white children sitting ticular
"The Television Depiction of Pregnanwere
police
of
Boksburg,
town
the
In
run
their
fitted
clerks
while
couches
on nice
was the
were not in cy Is Murphy Brown Typical"
shoes for them. He had to sit on an old Coca- picking up young boys who
a full house
to
Rogers
by
given
n
presentatio
course.
golf
a
school and making them build
Cola crate while he picked out shoes.
of the white at yesterday's Women in the Curriculum
"My father didn't have to explain to me. The boy-s worked in place
Luncheon Series held in the Memorial Union
themselves
paid
not
were
I just knew I was being treated differently It workers, but
-Television helps create the bind for
not run the
was a very stark.obvious example to me that Kumalo said his editors would
women in real life bearing children and
a
in
built
clubs
at
golfed
they
because
story
I will never forget," Kumalo said.
continuing a male line are enshnned as a
Thal was many years ago and a lot has similar manner.
greatest achievement and/or the
Nes er one to give up. Kumalo cold the women's
changed for Kumalo.He is now a member of
of her sexuality is punished by the
exercising
and
it
ran
which
TICS.
T
the Committee on Africa and its associate. story to the London
." Rogers said "To 'hook'
pregnancy
of
pain
the story came
the Africa Fund.It is hisjob to travel through- put it on the news wire When
a man, women are supposed to he
keep
and
paper
own
Kumalo's
Africa,
South
to
out the 1.: rued States educating people about back
female sexuit with implying sexually alluring. hut realizing
the conditions in South Afnca and the status ran the story by prefacing
us relationmerely claimed ality, es-en within a monogamo
London
in
paper
the
that
of apartheid
pregnancy and pain "
to
lead
may
ship,
Kumalo has spent his life educating peo- such an act was occurring
Cismpansons. were made between the
"Police would come to my house at midple about and documenting the realities of
feelings toward pregnancy in real life
true
did
I
things
the
write
to
not
me
night to tell
life in his country.
treatment of women on television
the
and
when
close, you know,
In 1%5 while still a sttaient, he was You're getting too
programs such as soap operas and sitcoms
said
Kumalo
harassed."
was
I
happens
that
to
approached by "The World- newspaper
like "Murphy. Brown"
In order to protect himself and other
become a journalist.
the
found
helped
Kumalo
.
journalists
black
students
young
"They were looking for
Journalists, an organization
to train At that time I didn't know what a Union of Black
Consciousness MoveBlack
the
in
active
is
this
me
convinced
they
journalist was, but
ment lead by the late Steven Biko.
what I wanted to do"
As a result of his opinions. Kumalo was
Kumalo had always had an interest in
to leave Suuth Africa in 1977 It was
forced
begin
to
other people's lives and wanted
make the United States his
with wnting feature stones. He was told. then he chose to
home.
accurate
he
to
learn
however,the best way to
"I had read a lot about the United States
in news reporting was to starts out as a court
would be the place to come for freeThis
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that
anything,
reporter If
The freedom to write, read and see
dom
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Since his amval in the United State,.
no idea how stems. ii was -- how truly
has initiated legislative campaigns
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well thought out it was The courts, police
the legacy of apartheid. and has
addressing
opto
used
tools
three
the
were
and army
government bodies on city,
before
testified
press us..- Kumalo said
national levels about economic
He found a way to get around the limita- state and
against South Afnca.
tions the white minority had set for him. sanctions
Kumalo would cover a case in court and
then look into the backgrounds ofthe people
Are you ready b compote
involved in the case to find the bigger pic-

By Deanna L. Partridge

Soaps depict having children and a"good
marriage" as true happiness At the came
time they also idealize pregnancy as a way
to trap a man or as "the oldest trick in the
book." Rogers uses examples from soaps
such as "The Young and the Restless" and
"Guiding I.ight"
"Pregnancy is also the supreme punishment for female sexuality." Rogers said.
She uses the example of the season finale of
"Muqthy Brow ti." which caused national
debate over Murphy single motherhood
Despite this debate, "the one crucial respect that went unnoticed was that the program did not glamorize unwed motherhood
at all." Rogers said.
"Instead it reinforced the common notion that female sexuality is punished by the
pain of parturition." Rogers said Like many
television shows,"Murphy- Brown- showed
an excruciating labor and delivers
"This depicts women's anxieties and
fears about pain and mortality It also raises
a question about the happiness women are
somehow supposed to experience in a condition that is surrounded by the rhetoric of
punishment and subordination." Rogers saiu
She suggests re-examining s iews and
ideas on childbirth, which includes the thought
of an unnecessary painful childbirth
The next Women in the Curriculum Luncheon Series titled Women and Comedy.
will take place after Thanksgiving Break on
Tuesday. Nov 30
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the higher educational needs. of the state of
Maine.- OrendufT said "We need to work
ith others to he sure the needs atte met by
someone The hallmark of that is quality
The hoard also approved an SI I I million supplemental request for fiscal year
1995, with VI million used for employee
benefit and salary increases and 51 1 million for technological imprmements
Trustee Owen Wells, chairman of the
board's finance committee, said that the SR
million will he used to give unisersity ern
ployees pay raises Wells said that state
employees base had 4 percent increases
over the two-year state budget. university
employ-ees base not receised one
The balance of the request would he used to
improve technology at the smell campuses.
improve libraries. enhance lahoratoriec. and
also improve the interactYr telesrmon network
The hoard unanimously approved the
request
The hoard scill decide tu o other issues at
their next meeting in January Wells said
that he will recommend to the trustees that
the current South African divestment policy
he reversed
The hoard adopted the divestment polis
in 1982. stating that the VMaine cy stem
through the l"nivercit of Maine Founda
tint,. still not hold stock in any compans

doing NISIDess in South Ahica
Recently. Wells said, African National
Congress leader Nelson Mandela called for
the end of %odds% kit economic sanctions
and a start in reinvesting in South Africa
W ith other institutions changing their
investment policies. Wells said the system
should likewise adapt The report still he
gii en in January , he said, to allow students
and faculty to talk about the matter

A decision regarding former ROTC Ca
del Neil Snow's case may also he made in
January. Trustee Sally Vamrakias said the
academic affair' committee, w hich she
heads, will discuss the matter during their
committee meeting the committee will meet
before the whole hoard con vene,
The January meeting of the hoard w tithe
held on Jan 21, 1994, at the l'ilisersity
Maine. Machias campus

South Africa

fivm peel

UIVIaine should not"jump in- with invest- South Africa.
-Densxracy is meaninglessif you don't
ments. He warned against the usual Hue
a ink" Kuntalo said.
have
recomthree
gave
and
investments,
chip
Before Knmalo's speech, Professor
mendations.
The first was an electric company, Doug Allen described his 1911 speech at
that would provide electricity to black the greatest outside influence on the hoard
homes, which was once illegal. He sug- oftrustees 1983 decision,He said that one
gested investing in companies that would prollonsise trustee did not realize at the
clean up rivers, which, he said, kill one time that blacks in South Africa could not
out of two South African children In the vote.
The BOTs finance committee voted
ape of two. His third suggestion was investing in the growth of corn. a South Monday to nicommend that the BOT wait
until January to vote on the matter,
African staple.
Kumido thanked the universty system
In a press conference. Karnak stressed
for
it's suppott in 1983. "Sanctions
the
to
investments
such
of
importance
the
economy and the Democratic process in worked," Kato& said."We won."

Mexico

from page 1

'testes by multinational ins estors from the
other two countries involved in the agreement This would make the rich richer. but.
Burke thinks, it would not help the average
person
He said he thinks more jobs would move
south of the border, but the jobs would not
.Io much to improve the standard of lit mg
4.Clf the average Mexican worker The unemployment rate in Mexico is so high that
.rimpetition for jobs would he extreme. and
wages would not rise as a result, Burke said
-In the end results, everybody is not
going to he win-win.- Burke said The rich

multinationals would benefit, hut the majority of Mexicans would not mos e forward, he
added
Monci thinks the average Mesvcan would
benefit foam N All- A He said he believes
the standard of tic mg would go up
-Mexico should gradually become a developed country Moru.m said
Monci pointed to Asia as an example
The unemployment rate was high there also.
but. wthen Investors set up companies there.
the standard of living did go up, he said
Burke disapproves of NAFTA. but he
does agree with trade He does not appowe

of this agreement because he thinks more
debate and discussion should take Owe
before a final draft is passed He CM the
current agreement as one that meets the
needs of multinationalists and little else
Monci approves of N.AFT A,and said he
believes a majority of people would post
gains because of it He thinks it will pass the
House today to one or two votes, and p•
through the Senate with no prohlem
People wall know tonight whether NAF
TA passes in the House. but they war have
to wait longer to see if,, succeeds or fails for
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from page I

Nursing
he a problem with Mazerolle doing clinical
work in pediatrics Ile said Doty did not feel
Mazemlle committed the crimes
"To treat a sex offender, you have to
break through a period of denial. Roberts
said. "In Yvonne's case, she never admitted
to the climes."
Roberts said he did not feel an of the
counseling worked, and the counseling she
did receive was given by someone who did
not heliese she had a problem The counsel ing was given to "help het feel good about
herself,- he said
the deputy DA said Dot) had not teed the
court muiscripts nor had she talked to the
victims Ile said this meant that Doty had tally
gotten 'int side of the story He likened it to
sending an alcoholic to counseling with a
counselor w ho felt the patient was not a drunk
"It's completely not an apprirpriate method of treating a wit offender.- he said "I am
crams-toed she's not meet% ing appropriate
counseling"
Roberts said the only steps the DA's
office could now take is to try and modify
her counseling, and try monitoring her ac-

tivities at the hospital.
Lea Arvid, the director of nursing at
L1Maine,said after Maremlle's house arrest
wa, completed an investigation was performed by university officials before Mazemile was admitted back into the clinical
program this semester.
-1 think the investigation was very thorough and came to the conclusion that she
was as safe as any of our students in that
situation,- Acord said "It was very clear
that she was charged as an accomplice, that
the perpetrator was actually the boyfriend."
The university could not cover Mazemlle's tiahilit insurance during the period
of her house arrest sentence_ lIMaine generally does cover its nursing students during
their clinical practices. She was not allowed
to continue her clinical work at that time
because of this factor, according to Acord
She said Mazerolle is, however,eligible for
clinical work w hile under probation
"I hope that the public understands that
our responsibility as an educational institution is to pens ide educational opportunities
for students and to make good decision)

about who comes into the program and who
doesn't,- Acord said
Acord explained nursing students man
their clinical woit the first semester of their
junior year Students must complete four
clinicals in total to graduate as a registered
num.In the past Aeond said nursing students
have generally completed the pediatric clinical portion of the requirements at EMMC
Jackie Devoe,head nurse of pediatrics at
EMMC.said student nurses work with children ranging in age from one month to IS
years. A situation like Maremlle'it has ne% er occurred in the clinical program at the
hospital before according to Devoe.
If Mazemlle is allowed to complete her
pediatric clinical at EMMC.Pest's- said she
would he Heating children for illnesses rang
ing from respirators problems to cancer
"It's possible- that Mazemlle would also
he treating child victims of sexual molestation and rape, Devoe said
Tomorrow's meeting with officials fmni
the universits may not result in an definite
decision shout Mazenille's pediatric clinical and Devoe said EMMC will look at all

the facts before coming to a conclusion.
"Our priority is for patientcare and safety.
That will he our highest concern," she said.
"Parents should not he hardened with
additional %homes or stress"
If EMMC decides not to allow Mazemile to perform her pediatric clinical duties
at the hospital, Acord said UMaine officials
would nerd to meet at a later date to discuss
the possible alternatives
Acord said the faculty in the nursing
program at liMaine is "unanimously" in
support of Ma nirolle. how ever,there is some
concern among the students She said her
office has received several phone calls pertaining to the situation from students
The director of the nursing program said
she plans to meet with the nursing students
to discuss some of their concerns She also
said she has been meeting with Mazerolle on
a regular basis throughout the proceedings
"She's determined she wants to be a
nurse She is well aware of many of the
problems that she may face. but she has
taken all that into consideration and wants to
continue." Accord said
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Company memo raises rates, blames Washington
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An executive
WASHINGTON (API
of the nation's largest cable tele% t mixt companies admonished system managers to
charge more lot a sanely of services and tell
customers the federal government was to
blame, as-cording to a published report
The Warhinvon Port reports in today's
editions that Barry Marshall, an official of

1)envet-lia•ed Tele-Communications,is nae
11 days before new
a memo Aug 20
cable rate nilec took effect telling managers to be aggressive in raising rates for
ariouc "transaction" !rev-tiers such as customer-sen ice calls and cattle hookups
The cornrow . %Own has 104 mulhrm sub
scribems nstionwities has provided wane o(the

services free or for nominal costs in the pact
''We have to have discipline,' wrote Mar%hall "We cannot he disuatied (sic)ftrom the
charges simply becatrte customers object It
will take a while, hut they'll get used to it.
''The hest news of'all is we can Name lion
re regulation and the government TM,55 I ft's
take ads antage it'•' the Post said he %%rose
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The paper sant Marshall did not hack away
from his memo in an interview Monday
'My message to my people is that there are
new rules, new economics in this business, •
he Mats quoted as telling the Post • There are
things that we have not charged for that we can
and we should start making sure we have the
discipline to charge for them
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Jill Berryman

I've spotted my first decorated Christmas tree of the season Its got to be plastic. otherwise that tortured piece of
nature will he one big pile of spills in 18 days (Yes, there are
1* days until Chnstmac So close and yet so far, far away 1
If you are in as much shock as I was, head to the corner of
Prentice and South Main Street in Old Town These people even base green
lights which burn the words -Merry Chnstmas- inti the retinas of neighbors
As I looked into my breakfast bowl of Holiday Lucky Charms, and tried to
figure out what seasonal symbol% the marshmallows I was about to eat were. I
realized something is Just not nght here I'm sure you've noticed it How could
you not'I Just really wish the manufacturers and advertiser% of America would
realize we are not about to forget that Chnsttnas is corning and therefore there is
no need to start berating us with Chnstmas propaganda before Thanksgoing.
the holiday which officially starts off the Clinstmas shopping season, has esen
.i'me
It seems that each year the depariment stores start dusting off their plastic
Christmas trees earlier and earlier and displaying them before the kids have even
had a chance to wear their Halloween costumes Bags of miniature candy bars
are replaced with green and red candies, cheese and cracker ensembles and the
Chnstmas favonte. fruitcake
Esen on television. there are commercials of harry people shopping. and
when they lease the Hallmark open houce, there is snow on the ground I know
the Farmer', Almanac predicts sriow for this week. but it's rust not happening
Due to the lack of snow, the commercials seem all the more contrived and
pitiful
I haven't seen any lights on houses yet. but I know they 're out there. laying in
wait. plotting their return
My grandmother's neighbors seem to has e an ongoing -Rattle of the Decorations I guarantee l's Thanksgly ing Day, the cotorrd lights, plastic Santas and
Nato,ity scenes w i ll he firmly in plase. ready to satthstand :mow, sleet and
humcane strength winds The funny thing is. the decorations appear without any
ohserved preparation The night before Thanksgoing. I think my grandmother's
neighbors sneak out Into their garages and pull out their secret stash of holiday
paraphenalia. to he resealed hy the dass first light What% really scary about
this, is that it is not esclusiiely charactenstic of my gran..4 mother's neighbors
You knew, it's pramble the lights are already in place. having been strategi
sally entrenched while the other neighbors were at work or asleep or left there
from the year hefore, and at dusk Thanksgiy ing Day the two men plug in the
heavy duty estension cords which are attached to a string of lights destined to
increase any electric bill
Don't get me wrong, its not that I don't love Clinstinas I enrv the holiday
yery much but there is a limit to how much Christmas I can take Pretty %ono
A Aonderful Life- will he popping up on televisions across America. but
not necescan'.% because rentite want to watch it it's Just always on
Christmas is corning and deer down in my heart I believe we wouldn t forget.
es en without constant, flashing. commercial reminders
,
Jill Rerryrnan is a .,narnalisnn major who %sonde
not di,

what it is Meatloof
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Everyone has probahly gotten one
of those infamous phone calls, which
wake them up at night. that end with a

curious. Everyone has enough on their
minds without this added worry.
Sometimes threats are serious, and

click when answered, or the ones with
stupid. rude, or threatening comments

even if they are not, they are taken
seriously. How is the person getting the

following the hello_

call supposed to know?
If making malicious calls is a way to
hate fun, it makes one wonder what

If one gets repeated prank calls,
l'Maine Public Safety can arrange to
haY e the phone lines tapped.
E% en if calls are not made enough
to go to that extreme. the can still be
an inconvenience. anno%ing. or nen
scary.
Probably most people who make

these calls do not mean any harm. but it
a person gets up and runs to the phone.
while doing something else, it is a pain.

kind of world we live in.
These kinds of calls have probably
taken place since the majority of people began having telephones in their
homes hut it is definitely unnecessary.
If someone makes a call jokingly
that ends up scaring another, it is no
longer a joke

'Men, there are those callers who
say things that really bother people. by

If the caller is serious, he or she
needs help. Either way, the person on
the receiving end can report it . Harass-

making them scared. nen ous. or just

ment is a crime.(KIS)

•Cheating

Short cuts cost everyone
Cheating is a subject most students

much of what is considered cheating

feel uncomfortable talking about or confronting Most professors know it takes

here at the University of Maine By not
changing exams from semester to se-

place but don't know hov to control it.
This isn't just a question of morals

Managing Editor Bonnie Simcock
tct. Business \tanager: Jeff Leclerc

themselves. victims Students v.ho cheat
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Breakdown communication

and Yaluec — it becomes a question of
quality education Students who are allowed to cheat make all of us. including
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ruin test scales for those who honestly

mester or year to year. they set themselves up for cheating problems in their
classes. Students can easily access any
old test from any class at 1:Maine
Those who don't think these exams get
around, think again Professors should
at least take the time to switch letters
or

study and get poor grades Most importantly. the are unprepared fot times

around with corresponding answ

they are going to has e to know.on their
own. how to function
The irony is that the came amount of

Many students think cheating is a
game or a joke So far.
challenge.

time used to ng a system for cheating
could be applied to studying A student
would probably end up doing just as

No serious punishment was handed
down to those invoked in last year's
Public Administration cheating scan-

well on an exam or paper if he or she
applied time to the actual assignment
Many professors are at fault for

dal It's time to study the campus-wide
problem with greater attention and han-

multiple

choice tests

I'Maine has not taken it senoucly either

dle cheating effectively(WS,

Tick,
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Aril PiFranco
returns to the University of Maine
Thursday, November 15, 1993
Hauck Auditorium
8:00 p.m.

"You'd De A Fool to Miss this One!"
general public.
Admission:$3 with University of Maine Student ID: $5 for the
p.m., the evening of the show.
Tickets can be purchased at the door, starting at 6:00

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 17
with Jon
Maine Outing Club•"Travels South of the Border"•
7:30 p.m.
•
el
welcorn
are
all
•
Bound
Tierney from Maine
Union.
al
Memori
,
• Damn Yankee
ers
s
Ecumenical Bible Study • With four Orono campu minist
• 1912 Room, Memorial Union • 12:15-1:00 p.m.• Every
Wednesday.
FFA Room,
Chess Club • Every Wednesday•6:30-11:00 p.m.•
e.
welcom
are
s
player
chess
All
Memorial Union •
Stevens
Gamer's Guild • Every Wednesday •6:00 p.m •310
622.
581-6
at
Marc
call
ation
inform
more
For
•
Hall

Fernald Snack Bar for
Fernald Snack Bar • located in the
-2:00 p.m.• Wednesday's
a.m.
brrofast arid lunch •7:00
Breaded Stuffed Chicken
's
BarBar
Express Special: One of
) served with rice pilaf
cheese
and
i
(Cornon bleu or broccol
$3.50.
and a medium drink

Crose-Count
Room
7648.
Socialist and
in the
Yugos
Trivun
•12:2I
• Spa
Intercl
and LI

Preparation"• with
The Study Skills Program •"Final Exam
n Lounge,
Clyde Folsom and Doug Johnson • Totma
are interested.
who
Memorial Union •free and open to all
in actively working
Women's Center Meeting • Anyone Interested
sday • 12
Wedne
Every
•
e,
on feminist issues is welcom
more
•
For
Union
al
Memori
Noon • Peabody Lounge,
420.
581-1
at
Dolan
Karen
information contact

8:00 p.m.
College Republicans• Meeting every Wednesday •
information
more
• Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union • For
call Karen Williams at 581-7746.

e • Peabody Lounge,
Pre-Law Society •7:00 p.m.• All are welcom
e.
welcom
are
All
Union*
Memorial

The Union Bc
Memo

sday
Black Bear Mountain Bikers•Group rides• Every Wedne
e.
welcom
are
All
•
Field
Hilltop
at
• 3:00 p.m.• Starts

• Damn Yankee,
Open Mike Night• Acoustic acts only •8:00 p.m.
ation call
inform
Memorial Union • To sign up or for more
581-1735• Sponsored by The Union Board.

Non-Traclitic
• Mee
each
Loung
and

es you!
Cafe con lechii• A non-profit café in Hart Hall welcom
ay
y-Frid
ht
Monda
til
midnig
p.m.
7
are:
• Hours
•9 p.m. til midnight weekends.
Student Alumni Association • Open membership• All are
welcome!•5:30 p.m.• at the Crossland Alumni
Center(next to Sigma Nu).
oes
Soup Kitchen • Curried okra, chick peas, and potat
fruit,
salad,
• Nightly vegetarian meals are served with
$4.25
for
eat
can
yogurt, coffee, tea and juice• All you
•5:00-6:30 p.m.• Damn Yankee, Memorial Union.
NARAL• meeting of UMaine NARAL (National Abortion Rights
Action League)•3:00 p.m.•at the Women's Resource
Center, Fernald Hall• For more information call Julie at
827-6840,or the Women's Resource Center at
581-1225.
Daily Mass•4:45 p.m.• at the Newman Center.
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Maine's
Healthepesk'93•"Healthy Start: A Positive Step For
its
during
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Future"• A bill passed by the Maine Legisl
with
•
force
task
last session has created a Healthy start
p.m.
Speaker Republican Sean Faircloth •12:20 p.m.-1:30
Union
al
Memori
s,
• North and South Bangor Lounge
• Co-sponsored by the Health Impact Group and the

Fernald Snag
break
Expre
call 5

A Taste of 1-1
•$1.0

Soup Kitche
vegel
coffe
•5:C

Memorial Union.
Daily Mass
e!
Black Bear Mountain Bikers• meeting • All are welcom
Union.
al
Memori
Room,
Lown
•
•7:00 p.m.
red
Blood Drive•2:00 p.m.-7:00 p.m.•Stodder Hall•Sponso
Alpha Phi Omega and Gamma Sigma Sigma.

American In
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Looking Ahead...
Tuesday, November 30

Monday, November 29
Soup Kitchen

--;1 • Potato and Leek Soup.

Further on Down the Line
Maine Bound Climbing Competition • 7he f.rst .).f a fwe-part
•
was held on November 5th • The
..1 ""
— mbing gym competitions will continue,
Mem
you to participate
and Marne Bound enco .•
• The next event is on DecernPer 3,1993•6:00 p.m.
• For
•Entry fees are $25.00/series, or $10.00/event
ng
upcomi
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or
g
wall
climbin
more information on the
94.
at
581-17
office
Bound
competitions call the Maine

Soup Kitchen
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e serving • Brocccil and Co-n

Women in the Curriculum Program Fall 1993 Lunch Series
•"Women and Comedy"• Live and Video performances
with commentary and discussion • with Sandra Hardy,
Associate Professor of Theater• also with UM theatre
students•12:15 a rt.! -1:30 p.m.• Bangor Lounge. MU.
Non-Traditional Student Topics•"Dealing with the Break-up of
a Relationship"• with Kathryn Hunt, Substance Abuse
Specialist•3:15 p.m.• Nutter (Commuter) Lounge, MU.

Maine Outi
• Al

Intervarsit
•
call

Daily Masi
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Have A Happy Thanksgiving!
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THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 18
Lown
Cross-Country Ski Club Meeting • 6:30-7:30 p.m.• North
Room Memorial Union • For more Information call 5817648.
Socialist and Marxist Stutilee Lunch Series'What Is to be Done
in the Former Yugoslavia",with a Panel of Serbians/
Yugoslavians, Croats and Bosnians: Jovan Rlstic, Sofija
Trivunac, Maria Tijan-Wieck, and Edlb Korkut
•12:20-1:30 p.m.• Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union
•Sponsored by the Marxist-Socialist Studies
ial Union,
Interdisciplinary Concentration, MPAC,the Memor
and the College of Arts and Humanities.

Social Hour 6:30 Wilde Stein • A gay, lesbian and bisexual club •
on Louge
Sutt
•
ng
7:00 p.m •7.00 p.m. qeneral meeti
s Horn • The Ram's
Thursday Night Movie and Music at the Ram'
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•
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d
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The Union Board Meetings •7:00 p.m.•Peabody Lounge.
Memorial Union • Every Thursday• All are welcome.
Every Thursday
Non-Traditional Students(NTS)Coffee Hour•
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• Meet other non-tradit
ter
ommu
er/C
Nutt
•
p.m.
3:15
•
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•Arts review

Kermit's Finger points to its place in music
To the Editor
This letter is in response to the Nov. 3rd
arts re'iew by Pete Leathern My main concern :IN not his incororkt grammar 1" They
played real upbeat music .." as opposed to
fake upbeat music?) or for his stunning factual inaccuracies: Hum Skala Rim is now,
and was at the field house, a six member
hand Also, "How's It Going" is not their
latest disc. No. these problems did not bothCr me enough to prompt this letter It was the
fact that someone who does not really understand music was sent to re% tee a rock
concert
The theme of the shoe was a aka theme:

the origin of reggae. ska was Jamica - a answer to American Rdrli in the early sixties.
Unwilling to confine themselves to playing
calipso-ised covers of American songs for
tourists in hotels, bands such at the
Skatetiles, the Mellolarks, and a young
Wailers instead completely changed the
music they played, transforming it into
something uniquely their own. None of this
was mentioned, and, on fact, the name of
the shot Skalloween, was mentioned only
once, in passing, at the end of the article.
The fire weekly ski show on UMaines
own WMEB was sadly neglected as well; a
Wednesday night staple for those who enjoy this type of musk

As for the only non-ski hand on the hill,
Kermit's Finger, the review completely
misses the point While I would emphatically defend anyone's right to their own
opinion, I feel that publicly expressing that
opinion in a column carries a certain responsibility Kermit's Finger is not a
"grunge- band, nor do they aspire to be;
this media -coined nontenn is used to describe any one of a number of otherwise
uncategorizaNe hands who have been equally influenced by heavy metal and punk rock.
Kermit's Finger is a punk hand plain and
simple We embrace the existential philosophies of the punk genre and entoy the
cathartic energy that the music generates

There are no extended solos, the music and
vocals are intentionally mixed to the same
levels to include all hand members equally.
The lyrics, which may have been indistinguishable to the reviewer, are socially conSC1OU%
While the type of music that we play is
not for everyone. it most certainly would
seem more accessible to someone who can
understand its origins Tell Pete to buy a
Sex Pistols album and ditch all those eighttracks he's been listening to; I'll even loan

•Taxes

Put the brakes on unnecessary taxing
This letter is to bring the reader's attention to a growing grassroots effort to control taxes in Maine The effort is called
a
Maine Citizens for the Tax Brake It is
referena
bring
to
petition
d
citizens initiate
dum question to the voters on Nov 4. 1994
Tax brake was conceived out of the belief that government receives adequate fund
ing already. and the question foremost in
many payer's minds is "does government
have the ability to spend our money wiseThis referendum is designed to give
the
Maine citizens the opportunity to prit
brakes on tax increases throughout Maine
to
After all. Maine citizens in 1971 voted
to
have an income tax, don't they deserve
every
and
he
will
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decide hoe much
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-wide
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a
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will
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increas
County
local
vote Local increases will require a
incorporatvote Those municipalities and
ng
ed school districts currently governi

through town or district meetings open to
all voters will have no change in their budget proceedings
Tax Brake does not reduce any taxes. It
cuts no existing programs There are no
artificial limitations on government funcage
tions, like inflation indexing or percent
the
increases Tax Brake only requires
tax
the
that
payers
the
trace
%crnY
to
s
spender
and fee increases are justified
Tax Brake began in July, the product of
saw no
20 discontented tax payers who
governend in sight and no restraint by
we
ment to live within its means Today,
ers
are a group of about 35,000 support
of
who have signed the petition, given
us
ed
support
lly
financia
and
their time
0 all
We have spent approximately $10,00
of
hours
5.000
over
d
receive
and
donated
at 110
donated less to collect signatures
1993, and
Maine polling places on No's 2,
Volunstate
the
across
in communities
and
teers have sent information packets
telephone
ed
answer
and
s
mailing
other
to
calls to our toll fire telephone number
tasks of
name just a few of the necessary
such a petition
mate
To date, we have collected approxi
15.00()of the 51.000 signatures we need
ballot NON' 4,
to get the referendum on the
1994 We must have our certified signs-

tut-es in to the Secretary of Stare by Jan 31,
1994. to make this ballot, or we will be
delayed unt:1 November 1995 Obviously
we don't want to wait that long to have the
control over taxation we need to control
spending Government can do a lot of tax
and fee increasing in that time.
If you like Tax Brake or would like
more information please call me at 1-800639-2148 or write to Maine Citizens for
the Tax Brake, RFD 81, Box 2020, Rumford, ME 04276-9716 We are people like
yourself, just trying to make a living and
to provide for our families who are feeling
overwhelmed by ever Iwo-acing taxes To
accomplish this goal we need your help an
collect signatures on our petition and 0nancialls to help cover the increasing costs
of printing. mailing, and telephone set
vice
It vou art' willing and able, please send
your finarkial support to Maine Citizens
for the Tax Brake, P1) Box 1940, Rockland. ME 04841 1040 Any amount you
feel comfortable mending is ill he greatly
appreciated and spent co-swat-natively It is
only through your support that we tan all
get control of taxes
Traci Dee t)own.. Poland
Rumford

him mine.
Howard Charbonmer
Bass -.laver. Kermit's Finger
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Send letters to:
Letters to the editor:
The Maine Campus
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ME 04469-5743
The Maine Campus
reserves the right to
edit all submissions
on the basis of length,
taste and libel.
Letters should be no
longer than 250
words.
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Step up to the Mike

By Mike Smith

For

Wednesday, November 17

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
Caring so deeply about some issues can
sometimes cloud your perspective. Somehow you have trouble giving up the idea
that simply wanting something bad enough
will make it happen. You're not afraid of
the hard work needed to achieve your
goals, but the sheer strength of your enthusiasm can cause you to overlook reasonable objections and important limitations
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Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
ARIES(March 21 - April 19): Gambles are favored as quick action gets quick
results. Take a risk; back up your plans
with aggressive action.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 26): Yesterday's problems are eradicated when the
Sun conjunct Pluto reveals the source.
Those responsibilities are called to account
for their actions.
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GEMINI(May 21 - June 20): Obstacles you thought were removed spnn(, up
again to block your progress. Your boss
may be in a rotten mood. Focus on your
work.
CANCER Clause 21 -July 22): It seems
that there is a creep within your midst
Criminal activities and cover-ups are exposed when the Sun conjuncts Pluto.
LEO (July 23 • Aug. 22): Work is a
hear. Communication is garbled. Sleep is
troubled and err at:c. Cars break down. Not
one of your better days in November.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Take a
step back from a needless confrontation
with a stubborn friend Forcing your views
will only create opposition
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 121: A crook
slips up and is nabbed. A cover-up is exposed. Corruption in high places is revealed. A day that resembles tabloid TV.
SCORPIO ((ct. 23 - Nov. 21): You
are your own worst critic now While others have eased off, you may be too severe
with yourself.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22- Dec. 21):
A seemingly trivial incident could give
)ou the key to an important career opportunity. Keep your eyes open.

Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19): It
seems as if everyone wants some of your
time and attention toils). Fortunately, you
enjcy the feeling of being needed
AQUARIUS (Jan. 2U - Feb. 111): A
,hange in policy at work ma result from
1;we sudden fall from grace of a boss or
superior. The long-term result is pos.tive.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): You
are keenly perceptive in dealing with people from different walks of life now Use
this insight to uncover the truth of a scandalous incident
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IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
You have a strong sense of fairness and
Justice, tending to take the wrongs done to
others as a personal affront. Your inclination to divide the world into good guys
and bad guys is too simplistic and must be
resisted. Be careful not to overlook all
those fascinating shades of gray.
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ARIES (March 21 - April 19): The
clock is ticking on a new opportunity. You
chances of success are excellent, but only
it you get moving right away.
TAURUS(April 20- May 20): A distant friend has a vital role to play in your
future plans. Expect an important phone
call or letter from this person to arrive in
the early afternoon.
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CANCER (Julie 21 - July 22): While
letting someone's insult hang in the air.
you make the antagonist appear rude and
petty. Subtlety is your greatest strength
now.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Frequent
small breaks from your normal routtne will
keep you sharp and in control, and will
satisfy your need for constant change

SCORPIO(Oct 23- Now. 21): A more
a
objective perspective returns, providing
Everyon
situati
true
clearer view of your
check.
one needs an occasional reality

ere

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22- Dec. 21):
matBy involving others in a complicated
.
further
even
it
cating
ter you risk compli
Scale down your approach and go it alone
A
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19):
refresh
friend
special
a
with
rt
beau -to-hea
why
es your memory, reminding you of
and inyou find this person so attractive
teresting.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20- Feb. 18):
tO1
Of

Bill Watterson

ou may he tempted to even the score by

LIBRA (Sept 23 - Oct. 22): Daring to
reveal the hidden parts of your soul to the
one you love takes 3 great deal of courage.
Doing so will enrich your life together

A

%

GEMINI(May 21 - June 20): Don't
pressure someone you .ove into a decision
that he or she just isn't ready for. People
need time to draw their own conclusions

VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): An old
rivalry is activated once more Friendly
competition is fine, but try not to take this
too far. A good day to sit back and relax.
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Corrections
To bring a correctior to our attention, contact the Editor at 5811211 between the hours of 9 aim
la
and noon, or stop by the office
the basement of Lord Hall.

Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephon

your
with a professional astrologer about
Call 1400-784-3043 to talk 1-on- I
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Astrologers are available seven
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is FREE. You must be 18 or older.
to your telephone The that minute
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today — 1400-714-21•
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Staff Writer

Ghost Stories gives wicked good spook
By Deanna L Partridge
Staff Wnter

MCA: -Guitar Summit.- Wednesday, Nov. 17. 7 pro. Admission.
Slides: "Travels South of the Border."slides and stories,Wednesday.Nov.
17, 7 p.m. Memorial Union.
Gallery Talk: "Digital Media," by
Kip Bnindage,coordinator of the Center
of Creative imaging in Camden,Wednesday, Nov. 17,7 p.m., Carnegie Gallery,
Carnegie Hall. Free.
Reception: "A Sense of Place,"
Wednesday. Nov. 17, 7-9 p.m. Hauck

A less humps in the night,scratching sounds
behind the walls that sound like they were
made by something bigger than mice, a sheet
with the shape of a body underneath it, these
are the things fears are made of
"Ghost Stones," based on the works of
Stephen King. brought those bumps,scratches
and other unexplained elements offright to life
for a few hours Sunday night.
An elaborate stage setting greeted the audience as they filed into the Maine Center for the
Arts A rocking chair rested motionless by a
wood stove to the left, a street lamp hovered
over a park bench to the nght, and a skeleton
of a maision with stone stair kept watch over
the whole scene at center stage.
Crickets continuously chirped and occasionally thunder would growl and the stage
lights would flash like lightning bolts
It was the kind of setting with that extra
special touch that foreshadowed a spooky treat
was in store
The prologue set the mood for the performance - "Let's talk about fear..maybe all
those monsters we used to think about as kids

Auditonum, Free.
Misc. "Open Mike Night.- Wednesday, Nov. 17. 8 p m. Dann Yankee.
Gallery Talk: "The Art Inside.. An
Exhibit by Survivors of Domestic Violence and Childhood Abuse.- by Kathi
Wall. R.N. Program Nurse for the Diagnostic Program for Childhood Abuse and
the exhibit's organizer. Thursday. Nov.
18, 7 p.m., 1938 Gallery, Carnegie Hall.
Free.
Musk:"Ani DiFranco in Concert,"
Thursday, Nov. 18,8 p.m., Hauck Auditorium Admission

On-going arts and
entertainment:
"A Sense ofPlace," a UlMaine Museum of Art exhibit. Nov.4-Jan. 17, Hauck
Auditorium Gallery, Memorial Union
-Culture F•st." A !'Maine Museum
of Art exhibit, through Jan. 3 Fogler
Library exhibition cases.
Their Life Through
"Inuit
Their Art," a Hudson Museum exhibit of
contemporary Inuit prints and carvings,
pro ides a look at the changes in oadita nal life and the political, social and
economic issues that face Inuit people
today, through March 13, Maine Center
for the Arts.
"The Best ofCenterfor Creative Imaging." aUMaineMuseum of Art exhibit through Dec.6 at the Carnegie Gallery,
Carnegie Hall
"Mapo in Black and White,"a UMaine
Museum of An exhibit, Oct...la-Dec.1,
Hole in the Wall Gallery, Memorial
Union.
"Campus Past/Campus Future: Creating Cornnuanitl, an Institutional Planning exhibit through early fall, Alumni
Hall.
"77teA rr Inside." an exhibit of works
by survivors of childhood sexual abuse,
on display in the UMaine Museum of
Art, Carnegie Hall. through January.
TGIF Music, every Friday. noon.
Bangor Lounge. Union
Movies from India every Monday,
6.30 p.m. 101 Neville
Maine Review Poetry Readings.first
Tuesday of every month. Ram's Horn.
Movie and Live Music every Thursday. 7:30 p.m., Ram's Horn.
Charlie Chaplin: The Early Rims of
a Screen Legend, the Mid-day Tuesday
Video Program_ 2:30-4:30 p.m., every
Tuesday, FTA Room, Memorial Union.
• On-going arts anzl entertainment
are free unless otherwise noted.

were real"
The vignettes were to he told slowly in
hushed voices, like the ghost stones children
would scare each other with at slumber parties
and on camping trips The atmosphere V.:IN
tense and filled with anticipation and then
Boo'
"Boogeyrnan." began the journey into the
grey space between the worlds of heir and
beyond A distraught father goes to a doctix to
tell his tale of a closet monster who killed his
three children The audience is confronted
with deciding what is real and what is fiction
For an coming piece,"Boogyman" left a

Al Pacino Just keeps getting better and
better The new movie "Carlito's Way" lets
Pacino show his stuff for about two-and-ahalf hours.
The film also stars Sean Penn as Pacino's coke-head lawyer and Penelope Ann
Miller as his love interest It's great
Carlito (Pacino) has Just been released
im prison His lawyer, Penn. gets him out
early, and he wants to go legitimate with
dreams of owning a used car lot down in the
Bahamas But as luck would have it, t arta°
gets thrown hack into the gangster lifestyle,
and he lust wants out
Brian De Palma directed this movie
and had some interesting shots, like during
the opening credits the scene is all in black
and white We witness Pacino being shot
and rolled down the hallway while in shock
We hear a monologue which sets the tone
for what's to come
rhere are exciting scenes contrasted with
mellow scenes. There's excessive violence,
which can be expected from De Palma
There's swearing and sea and drugs and

Besides character porn
important part ofa movie,
the genre ofthe film. Most
ers rely on a good plot toac
arid thoughtful plot will gai
a poorly thought arid mem
thrown away. Here's one
-Sliver"is the newest p
shelfsiraoe at the video sic
female publisher (Carrie
Sharon Stone)who is tryih
after her recent divorce. 5
into one of the city's shin
sky rise apartment buildui
Came meets nurrerou
that she look.s remarkabl!
lived in the same apartm

Ghost Stori

sy photo)
Hey' Did you hear something thump up there'(Courte
little to be desired The acting was painfully
overdone and the ending was corny.
On a positive note,the use ofan omniscient
voice for the doctor instead of another acti if on
stage was a fitting touch The transference of
sound to different areas of the stage made this
OICC all the more convincing For example,
footsteps would start on the right and work
there way over to the left, corresponding with
stage props movement that was suppose to
reflect action of the doctor It worked well.

A selection from "Pet Sernetary." 'The
Story of Timmy Batterman,- emphasized the
diversity of the stage setting The house structure served many purposes in this vignette_
The use of flashbacks with an older actor
narrating the 4ory and a younger actor acting
out the story kept eyes shifting to keep up with
all that was going on This piece called in the
ensemble actors, whereas the opening scene
See GHOST STORIES
on page 15

itikeiGetthe Picture
By Pete Leathers
Staff Writer

WIT
By Mark Dehrrlo,

•MCA review

In the near future:

The Maine Campus,

nasty stuff to please C\ eryone. Some may be
uncomfortable seeing a few people shot
point blank in the head,or being smashed in
the face with a crowbar.
The movie "Carlito's Way" is based xi
two novels: "Carlito's Way- and "After
Flours" The first one is only about 150
pages, while "Hours" is about 150 pages.
Penn did an impressive jot'in this movie.
Most probably remember him as the pothead from -Fast Times At Ridgeniont High."
or as the camera- punching husand of Madonna Well, throw all those biases aside
because he makes a great paranoid cokehead lawyer who is going bald
Miller does a nice job as Pacino's
who he wants back She tells him she's in a
performance not a lead part, but a part none
the less When Pacino goes to check it out. he
finds her topless at a go-go club Men are
drooling all over her, but she blows it off
saying that the money is excellent
('an you believe Pacino is playing a
gangster" Is this a stretch or what"(Note Sa -r-c-a-s-m)Yet. Carla() is unlike any past
character he's done,and he is believable and
interesting to watch
Hot off his Academy Award for Best

Actor in "Scent of a Woman,- Pacino demonstrates he's not slowing down.
I enjoyed -Carla& s Way "Yes,it's long.
and at times it feels that way. but it picks
hack up again quickly There are many
themes in this film, not just the stereotypical
"(lupine my money or I Kill You" gangster
theme We see the struggle Carlito goes
though just to make it out alive. If he could
only reach his dream car lot down south then
all would be righi with the world. Too bad it
will never happen,because in order to travel
you need money., and that kind of money
obtained quickly brings many problems.
Those familiar with De Palma's movies
like "Came". "Scarface", -The Untouchables". and "Casualties of War" know the
attitude that he gives to the camera and how
he often uses shocking images to make a
s Way- has some of those
point
elements in it as well, but they aren't cheesy
B-movie gimmicks, they actually are relevant to the story
I would rate "Car-Ian's Way" full price.
Pacino fans will love it Penn fans will love it.
I'm sure there will be more Miller fans after
this movie is seen De Palma has directed
another hit Make your way over to see(.rlito
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What's New Out On Tape
ay Mark Dehrn!ow
Staff Writer
Besides char.:airs portrayal, pha is the most
important part ofa movie it merely depends on
the genre ofthe film. Most psycho-sexual thrillers rely on a good plot to achieve stature;a novel
and thoughtful plot will gain commendation but
a poorly thought and meaningless plot will get
thrown away. Here's one for the basket.
"Sliver-is the newest psycho-thnfler to gam
shelfspace at the video store. It is about a single,
female publisher (Carrie Norris, played by
Sharon Stone)who is Dying to start her life anew
after her recent divorce. She decides to move
into one of the city's sliver buildings(a sleek.
sky rise apartment building), hence the title
Carrie meets numerous people who tell her
that she looks remarkably like a woman who
lived in the same apartment before her. Inci-

times it appeared lobe an R-rated
it off, two murders mysteriously occur in the pointless. At
!s.A,A.: thin mu lininterestine
Thl
•p!,-.
;
flick.
kin
apartrnent complex that are halved to questions
a pace that was unbearably
had
film
the
and
resiformer
the
about
asking
been
Carrie has
about as much excitement
ed
It
contain
slow
dent of her apartment
and for a film that takes on the
Came is tom between Zeke and Jack, who as a last prelim
not good.
both try to detour Carrie from one another.and genre thriller, that's
What possibly disappointed me the most
Carrie can't figure out which one is telling the
that the film contained a lot oftalent.
truth. She becomes suspicious and tries to wasthe fact
All ofthe actors/actiesses in this film were banal
and static, very flat in regard tocharacterizabon.
The reactions to the situations were ridiculous
and scene of the characteristics were either
preposterous or terribly ununportant.
"Sliver" is a disappointment right down to
the last line, when it leaves the viewer with two
questions:-Why?"and"What next?"I recommend that you stay away from this film unless
you are in a very whimsical mood. Don't
buildthe
over
hangs
that
paradox
writer for Care's publishing company . As decipher the
worry if you nap a little during it, you won't
history.
Carrie enters Zeke's bizarre world,she uncov- ing and its
miss much.
and
boring
was
film
this
bluntly,
it
put
To
ers things about him that disturb her,and to top

dental,the woman fell from the window of
the 23rd floor apartment building and rumor
has it she didn't go by choice.
Soon she befriends Zeke Harris (William
Baldwin), with whom she has a steamy love
affair. As she settles in, she finds herself badgered constantly by lack Lansford (Tom
Barenger)who is also a neighbor and best-se'W

Sliver contained about as much excitement as
a prelim; and for a film that takes on the
genre of a thriller, that's not good.

from page 14

Ghost Stories
backs and looked a touch jumpy.
Several little details combined to create an
undercurrent of distraction to the production.
however. First and foremost, a Down East
accent is not the easiest thing to mimic in the
be over.
world of language. If an actor can't duplicate
The University of Maine added the perfect
dialect, then it is better not to try Otherthe
setting for "Strawberry Summer," a ghastly
the result is a tortured garble punctuated
wise,
tale about a campus senal killer who mutilates
"ayuh" here and there.
an
by
the tale.
his victims.
although the special effects were
Also,
end
the
at
The special effect of the truck
This was perhaps the best piece of the entire
ly one of the elements that made the
definite
two
by
blinded
was
e
audienc
The
great.
was
performance,in pan because it featured the test
so enjoyable an scary, there are
hts seemingly appearing from nowhere production
actors in the troupe David Simmons narrated headlig
machine was working oversmoke
The
deafened by the roar of an old Champion limits.
the tale,remembering hack to when the murders and
People in the first dozen rowson the right
time.
began while he was a student. Stephenfarm-ell truck
of the house were fogged out for most of
The grand finale,-Grey Matter," was truly side
provided comic relief to the tense tale as Simtype tale. Richk Grenadine becomes
mons'roommate,who barged in with true Sean a Mamern that slithers and gooshes after he
mutatio
a
latest
the
spread
to
Penni-Animal House"flare
batch of beer. The performance
bad
a
drinks
rumor during the flashback sequences.
a cliff-hanger ending. which fit
with
left
was
to
began
it
close,
a
to
drew
As the vignette
the mood of the evening
with
y
perfectl
knew
become clear that maybe the narrator
people hesitantly left the MCA into the
As
.
murders
these
about
should
he
more than
darkness on their way to find their cars, more
Summons wandered off the stage and out into
a few people kept checking behind their
the audience in a veil of fog. He came to touch than

had been a one-man show, for the most part.
The ending of this vignette jumped more
than a few members of the audience with its
fiery, flashy surprise,just when it appeared to

a woman in the front row as he ended his
sinister tale and disappeared from view.
"Uncle Otto's Truck," captured King's
patented setae ofthe macabre in atak in which;
a man is murdered by an evil truck ft's plain
who(or what)the murder was because a telltale spark plug was found in the victim's
bloody mouth by his niece Queenie who told

"Strawberry Spring." Granted, that was the
point behind the fog. but it's hard to enjoy a
scene when one's eyes are watering and everyone is coughing
-Ghost Stories," was originally produced
by Stageworks Summit Inc. a professional
theatre company operating out of Kent Place
School in Summit, New Jersey.
This particular production company,
Troupe America.Inc , has been touring theatrical productions from acrossthe United States
and Canada since 1987 -Ghost Stories," is
one of three productions the troupe has running this season and it will continue to tow
next season

Socialist and Marxist Studies
Thursday, Nov. 18

avia?
Whatisto be Done in the Former Yugosl
and
Panel of Serbiantaugoalaviar.s. Croats
ac. Maria
Bosnian's:Jovan Ristic, Sofija Trivun
Tijan-Wieck, and Faith Korkut

12:20-1:30 p.m.
Bangor Lounge
Memorial Union
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From the Bookshelf 21
By Stephen Allan
Staff Writer
The American newspaper is in crisis. A
giant in the field of information just 15 yeas
ago, today the newspaper has to deal with
new technologies that make information
easier and faster to obtain, and keep up with
tabloid stories and the "newsmakers" that
fascinate the public interest.
"Media Circus: The Trouble with America's Newspapers"(Times Books)gives the
full account of the role of the newspaper for
the last decade. Written by Howard Kurtz,
reporter for the Washington Post. "Media
Circus"explains all that is wrong in modern
print media
The first chapter deals with a man who
captured the interests of millions in the
eighties. Donald Trump. He as a man who
loves to see himself in pnnt The press
shamelessly tagged along with him everywhere he went to obtain some copy from this
ultimate yuppie. The question remains
whether this man was indeed a newsmaker
who deserved the excess of public attention
he received,orjust some high-powered egomaniac who knew how to promote his own
self.
The press found this man more intriguing than other issues of those years, such as
the homeless and the release of Nelson
Mandela from captivity. which coincided
with the Donald and Ivana break up Kurtz
analyzes Trump's manipulation of the media and its ss illingness to he manipulated
Kurtz's next two chapters deal with two
of the decades most devastating scandals.
HUD and the S&L's, which mostly escaped
the nation's, as well as the media's, alien-

iion The HUT)scandal showed the newspapers had a weakness in finding newS.
It took years of corruption within the
department before national attention was
drawn to it. The same thing happened in the
S&L scandal, which was going on for years.
in front of everyone, before it was finally
declared a serious situation. Such stones
require more than the small sound bite of
information television can give,and lack the
requirements to grab a reader's attention in
print Because these stones were so ung lamonous. early articles that uncovered these

back to the ye!tow i0Prn_aiism
disagreeable Story Kivu-says-die-media is -will he-forced
Pulitzer and Hearst's paskyrocketed
that
minorities
that
ns
complicatio
such
of
scared
at the beginning of the
circulation
into
pers
in
reporting
can cause, resulting in weaker
sensationalism will come
stones involving race A rise in the amount of century Such
copy that will hold the attention
minonties hired in the media has occurred in little bits of
decreasing interest of the Amerthe past few years, but has become a problem of the ever
is witnessing a major
of quotas and of hinng mediocre talent in ican public. America
journalism.
in
around
turn
order to obtain more minorities.
In his final chapter, Kurtz offers the
Kurtz ends his commentary on the inevsome advice as to what newspapers
reader
newspaper
itable decline of the Amencan
future gets closer He feels
After they gained in populanty after the need to do as the
has to go back to the interjournalism
that
went
newspapers
major
scandal,
Watergate
has to get to the stories
public on the stock market, where profit is ests of its audience It
that really affect the audience and deal with
it in such a way that they will he more
interested in it
Papers have to go hack to making people
mad at those situations that affect everything in public life. Today the newspaper is
too set in its ways of just regurgitating the
information to the public.
Kurtz gives the reader all the information necessary to acknowledge the troubles
of modern media, hut his cnticisms are not
just so he can complain about an impossible
situation. he does offer solutions to the problems. For those who are interested in how
this country functions, this book is very
intriguing. The media is such a major part of
the only word understood
If
Newspapers started healthy, earning the process that it can not he ignored
that
soon,
taken
not
are
measures
drastic
the
until
quarter,
after
record profits quarter
may
recession hit. Circulation went down, ad- process will ultimately he changed that
not he for the good of this country
vertising fell, and profits started to decrease
"Media Circus" is highly recommended
Newspapers are not looked upon as incomformation institutions, but as profit making for those with an interest in modern
the
is
It
politics
modem
and
munication
dethe
begin
theories
organizations Such
cline for the newspaper They are not as inside view of the newcrnak ing process from
his liveager to find news as they once were. They a veteran corespondent who makes
continues
it
as
media
the
watching
from
ing
have reverted to the tabloid-style news that
sells papers In a few years, major papers into the nineties.

Today, America's newspapers are censored
by the special interest groups that would
protest any disagreeable story. Kurtz says
the media is scared of such complications
that minorities can cause, resulting in
weaker reporting in stories involving race.
scandals were placed inside the newspapers,
and not on the front page
One ofthe more interesting issues brought
up by Kurtz is race Just as race is a major
problem in the country, it is a major problem
,n the newsroom According to Kurtz, minorities are quick to cntize the press for unflattering remarks Making a statement that a munonry finds demeaning may cause many headaches for the editorial staff of a paper Today,
Amenca's newspapers are censored by the
special interest groups that would protest any
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're you

going home for Thanksgiving Break? Alt

are returning to visit your local high school to talk with
students and staff about life after high school and your
experiences at UMaine, or if you plan to see friends who are
exploring college opportunities, you could assist the Admissions
Office with our recruitment efforts by providing information
about the University to high school students in your community.
If you are interested, please attend an information
session on Wednesday, November 17th at 3:00 p.m. in
the 1912 Room at The Union.
Refreshments will he served.
If you

fi
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Expose Yourself
to new tunes.
Music comes in hundreds
of flavors, arid the Doc's
got a bunch you haven't
tasted yet.

566-7574
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SideKicks PG •I2 00
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4 456 559 00
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Demolition Man R 4 0094S
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Saturdays & Sundays only
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For regularly priccd items,
10% off with 1.1).
Open 24 Hours
Exp. 11/22/93
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UTS
DON
It's worth the trip.
Old Town

_China Garden_
Don't Like Turkey? Eat Chinese Food.
• I I AM-10 PM •
Boneless Ribs it
Teriyaki Beef
Wings
Chicken
Finger
Chicken
Pork Fried Rice

$5.50 Whole Day
Exp.: 11/21/93
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• UMaine women's hoop nabs Cindy Blodgett
• Reg Cardinal coming around for UMaine hockey
• Finn Column: Shawn Walsh relaxes—or does he?

The Campus •UMaine women's basketball
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mellowed Walsh?
By John Black

Golden Brett is

Sports Writer

NHL's weekly best

The most heralded women's basketball
player ever to come out of the state of Maine
made it official yesterday,signing a letter of
intent with the University of Maine
Cindy Blodgett, a point guard from
Lawrence High School in Fairfield,opted to
stay in-state. She selected UMaine over the
University of Notre Dame and the University of Colorado.
"Next year I'm going to wear to the blue
and white and going to the University of
Maine." Blodgett said at her press conference Tuesday afternoon in Fairfield
Blodgett has led the Bulldogs to three
straight Girls Class A State Championships
under Coach Bruce Cooper
Last season,the 5-foot-9 guard averaged
32.7 points a game. A member of Lawrence
High's National Honor Society, she is a
three-time All-Maine selection
"Cindy's basketball record speaks for
itself." UMaine coach Joanne Palombo said
"In terms of goals, dedication and work
ethic she is unparalleled. She's a point guard
perfectly suited to this level"
Blodgett, who reached her decision last

TORC)NTO(AP)— St. Louis right
wing Brett Hu1/, who had five goals
and four assists in three games last
seek, is the NHL player of the week.

Yankee great Dickey
is remembered
LITTLE ROCK. Ark.(API — Hall
of Fame catcher Bill Dickey was remembered as a Irian who gave his heart
to baseball during his funeral at Pulaski Heights United Methodist Church
Dickey, who died Friday in a [attic
Rock nursing home at 86, hit .313 in
1,789 games with the New York Yankees from 1929-43.

Seattle regains Power
SEATTLE (AP) — Right-hander
Ted Power re-signed with the Seattle
Mariners, agreeing to a one-year contract for $500,000 Power, 38, was 22 with 13 saves and 391 in 25 games
for the Manners last season after being waived by Cleveland Seattle also
placed left-hander Russ Swan on a aivers for the purpose of giving him his
unconditional release.

Wednesday, is pleased to put the recruiting
process behind her.
"At first it was nice, but it kind of got
tough after awhile," Blodgett said."A lot of
school's put the pressure on you to sign."
Blodgett is now ready to cast her gaze on
winning a fourth consecutive gold ball

"Her best days are
definitely ahead of her
in terms of her
basketball skills."
—Coach Joanne
Palombo
"Basically right now I'm just waiting ttir
our season," Blodgett said of her upcoming
senior campaign "Hopefully we'll be playing at the end of March."
Palombo also announced the second
member of her 1994-95 recruiting class,
See BLODGETT On page 20

•UMaine hockey

Cardinal finds touch for Bears

Four hopefuls renew
expansion application
NEW YORK (AP) — St Louis,
Baltimore, Jacksonville, Fla and
Memphis. Tenn., renewed their applications for an NFL expansion franchise, with Baltimore adding a third
ownership group to the mix.
Alfred Lerner, a minority owner of
the Cleveland Browns, becomes the
third owner to vie for a Baltimore
franchise, joining bids by Leonard
"Boogie" Weinglass and Malcolm
Glazer Lerner's group has the backing of Maryland Gov. William Donald
Schaefer.
The league awarded an expansion
franchise to Charlotte. N.C., three
weeks ago. The second team is to be
announced outside Chicago on Nov..
30.

Jets Jones done
for the year

s as a scoring threat over the week
UMaine freshman Reg Cardinal emerge
(Boyd photo.)
ack.
end, netting three goals versus Merrim

HEMPSTEAD. N.Y (Al') New
York Jets linebacker Marvin Jones.
the fourth overall pick in the 1993
draft, will miss the rest of the season
with a chip fracture of his left hip
socket.
Jones was injured in the third quarter of Sunday's 31-17 victory at Indianapolis. Doctors said avascular necrosis, the injury that slowed Bo Jackson,
may occur. It is a degeneranYe condition due to a lack of blood supply to the
nerves and tissue in the afflicted area.
aorta

By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
For much of the early season, University
it Maine hockey coach Shawn Walsh has
sniper
been searching his roster to find a
from
with the skills to finish off passes
Black Bear prodigy Paul Kanya
his
This weekend, he may have found
man_
UMaine freshman right wing Reg Cardicollege
nal scored the first three goals of his
career—all assisted by Kan ya in helping

the Black Bears defeat vastly-improved
Memmack (•ollege twice this past weekend
"Reg is really coming around." Walsh
said "He is an excellent all •around player.
but it's taken him awhile to get athusted to
this level of play I think he proved this
weekend he's ready now "
And for UMaine. Cardinal's emergence
has come none too soon.
When Cal Ingraham, the recipient of a
See UMAINE HOCKEY
on page 18

By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
A week or two ago,
there was quite an uproar at the University
of New Hampshire regarding the University
of Maine hockey team's forfeiture of
it's Hockey East regular season title
from the 1991-92 season.
Apparently,a couple members ofthe
UNH athletic staff had their underwear
in a hunch over some comments 1 Tni versity of Maine coach Shawn Walsh supposedly made about the runner-up Wildcats belatedly receiving the title.
The people from UNH were so angry
that they awakened Hockey East Commissioner Bob DeGregorio in the middle of the night to complain about
Walsh's apparent statements.
Hockey East Assistant Commisssioner Dr. Nonni Daly, curious as to
exactly what the big deal was about, had
searched and searched and not found
anyahing remotely controversial in any
New Hampshire newspapers.
Since an article under my byline
about UMaine's forfeit appeared in the
Portsmouth (N.H.) Herald. Daly contacted me to ask if! had heard Walsh say
anything particularly disparaging about
UNH.
1 tcld her I hadn't; in fact, 1 said
Walsh was extremely calm and t °m posed about the whole issue, especially
considenng I was the one who broke the
news to him about the forfeitures
If there would be a time be would be
expected to say sotnething potentially
outrageous. I asked, wouldn't it be his
first reaction, before he had time to
compose himself?
Daly laughed.
"You know, a few years ago, I
wouldn't base been surprised if Shawn
had made some really brash remarks."
said Daly. who has known the UMaine
coach since his very first days in Onano.
"But he has really calmed down in recent years, and frankly, now I'd be surprised if he did hoot hi mouth off."
Has Walsh, a man who has been
described as the "snake-oil salesman of
college hockey." the master of the snappy one-liner and the 10 second -ound
bite (Reponer "'What would you say if
I had told you a week ago that you would
tie Team USA?" Walsh:"I would have
told you to go see the nearest psychologist."). really changed his style?
Is he...egads...meflowing'?
"Nab," Walsh said."!wouldn't look
at it that way. I'm just lesa preoccupied
with things !can't control. The NCAA,
the referees. I try not to let those things
get under my skin anymore"
Certainly, there are other variable;
in Walsh's life that have he ped him
realize hockey isn't everything.
"My two little boys have :banged
e a little bit," Walsh said of his and h s
See FTNN CX)LUM1.`i
on page I 9
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Steelers
to insult versus Bills
By John Bonfatti
AP Sports Writer
ORCHARD PARK. N.Y.(API — Jim
Kelly thought Buffalo Bills owner Ralph C.
Wilson Jr was waiting for an elevator outside the team's locker room Tuesday
When Kelly pointed to a vacant one.
Wilson wasn't interested. "No. I'm going
back in to look at the X-rays."
Wilson doesn't have a medical background,just a financial interest in the health
of the Bills, who were beaten hack into the
trainer's room in Monday night's 23-()pasting at Pittsburgh
The Steelers registered three KOs —
Kelly, wide receiver Don Beebe and safety
Mark Kelso All three suffered slight concussions dunng the game.
The most senous injury was to wide
receiver Andre Reed. who broke a bone in
his left wrist
"It can be casted and they feel he ought
lobe able to play with it," coach Mary Levy
said "i Bills receivers coach IChanle Joiner
said he had an identical injury when he
play.ed and it was casted and he didn't MISS
any time "
Kelly, whose bead and shoulder were
driven into the artificial surface by Steelers
defensive lineman Kenny Davidson at the
next-to-last play of the second quarter, said

he'll play Sunday against the Indianapolis
Colts.
"I'll he fine,' he said. "I'm going to try
and practice Thursday if I can
"It's kind of weird," Kelly said. "The
doctors said that at times, when you get your
brain rattled, it takes a few minutes for it to
really hit you. Supposedly,from what I hear.
it hit me when 1 was in the locker room at
halftime All of a sudden, I didn't know
where 1 was and didn't know the plays we
were running
Kelly said he doesn't remember much of
what happened after Davidson slammed him
to the ground at the Steelers 40 with 19
seconds left in the half That explains why he
didn't call a meow,instead ending the half
with an incompletion to Reed near the 10.
"I saw this morning the throw to Andre.
and it was like, how did I get that there': he
said. "I don't even remember that. And then
not calling the litlItOM There were just
different things that 1 I.now if my head was
there. I wouldn't have done"
Levy said Beebe and Kelso both should
be able to play against the Colts as well.
"They might miss a day or two of practice,
hut they'll be all right."
The only other injured Bill was fullback
Caraell Gardner, who pulled a hamstring.
"We'll see tomorrow, Levy said. "He's
pretty sore nght now"

second half after the Black Bears came as
By Chris DeBeck
close as 80-78 with 7:43 left.
Sports Writer
After trailing by as much as 18 points,
went on a 11-4 run, highlighted by
UMaine
orplayed
hasn't
ne
said
Tyrone SS bite
by Francois Bouchard and live
points
six
ganized basketball for five years.
Casey Arena.
from
of
y
Universit
the
boned
White
.
However
FIFA responded,though,reeling offeight
straight points in the next three minutes to
seal the game. Rod Creech and Harland
Storey each :cored four points in the run.
The Black Bears never got closer than
five points LI ereafter.
Creech finished with 22 points for FIFA,
and former Colby star Matt Hancock added
10 points ant 10 rebounds.
Bouchard led all scorers with 28 points
and grabbed a game-high II rebounds,while
Casey Arena added 24 points for UMaine.
'Mainecc ach Rudy Keeling said the Black
Bears massed ho many easy opporturuues,
particularly at the free throw line The Black
Bears weir onl; 14of24from the charity stripe
"Had we I lade our normal lay-ups and
!could have scored 120 points
free throws, w,
and not have played well." Keeling said.
Casey Arena: 12 first-half points TuesKeeling wis pleased with his team's
day. (File photo.)
offensive testily.
"Our stror zest aspect was that we made
Maine with 28 points— 22 in the first half
eni to run, and we did it for 40
commitn
as High Five America defeated the Universicud.
he
"
minutes.
Friday.
Gym
Memorial
at
103-94
Maine
ty of
Keeling sa d his team needs to sharpen
-They're(UMainelnot used to our style
of play.- White said. "We have no real up defensively .
"We were very week defensively," he
offense, we basically. do what we want to do.
said. "W'e need some defensive stops."
We go with the hot guy
The Black Hears will play CSKA Russia
High Five America, an organization
in Portland.
Friday
the
in
working with local youth. pulled away

from page 17

UMaine hockey
horn has played extremely well as the trio's
center -They're getting the hang of playing
together. and I think you'll see them scoring
a lot of points before the season is over
• News From the Injury Front Walsh
said sophomore goalie Blair Marsh will be
ready when the Black Bear host the nval
passes
this weekend
Now,though. Walsh believes he has the Boston University Temers
the Memmack series with
missed
Marsh
prize
his
with
playing
ion
combinat
right
a viral infection, forcing freshman goalie
sophomore
both nights in the
"I like the way that line looks." Walsh Blair Allison to play
the doublehandled
Allison
net
'Maine
1
ShermerDan
said, noting that freshman

number of generous Kany a paves en route
to a 46-goal season a year ago, fell victim
loan NCAA rules infraction before he had
even played a game this season, his absence left Kany a setting up linemates who
often weren't ready for his extraordinary

Need a Tow?
&art's Auto

Bod
Glass
Paintin
324 N Main St
ReplarignIent
Old Town, Maine 04468
Collision Repairs
24 Hour ‘Vrecking Service

827 2331
Nipts and
Vieckend
827 5634
•11 no Ans 989
4030

had his eligibilty questioned by a rival institution a few weks ago regarding a problem
with his transcript
The UMaine Athletic Department passed
the informatioi on to the Hockey East and
they found no motile with UMaine's inte-uniay
on his high school
•UMame senior defenceman Jason Wein- pretanon of cc -ne grades
.
transcript
week
a
practice
in
knee
rich, who injured a
However,the NCAA has looked into the
ago, will be out at least until Christmas
and they have found a conflict between
case,
coach.
his
to
g
accordin
their rulebook says and how they have
what
but
),
"He'll be able to return (this seasacted on similar situations in the past
it won't he for at least a month,- Walsh said
The Tory case, in essence, is forcing the
"Some of the other guys are going to have to
NCAA to rect .nsider their rule. Meanwhile
step up in his absence."
•The Black Bears are still awaiting word UMaine waits in limbo to find out when thes
Steve Cedorfrom the NCAA on exactly what Jeff Tory's will get the player BC' coach
chuk called "t te hest freshman defenseman
future holds
Tory. a UMaine freshman defensernan, in the country- back.
Walsh sat lit is unlikely that Tory will
suit up for thc BU series.
"I doubt Oat we will have our ruling by
then," Walsh said "We'll probably have to
sit him out v bile they (the NCAA) try to
figure out what they are going to do."

duty admirably.. stopping 54 shots 'chile
allowing five goals in 'Maine s sweep.
But Walsh said he will go back to using
his regular goalie rotation versus the Terriers. meaning Marsh Friday and Allison Sat-
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Bears solid at ICAAs
By Rick Warner

Results of Saturday's Men's IC4A
Cross Country Championships:
Princeton 95, LINN 116, St. John's
123, Fordham 163, Sewn Hall 168, University of Maine 430
Top individual finishers for UMaine
with place in parenthesis. Sheldon Young
(65). 32:59; Prest...)n Moon (88), 33:34;
William Freeman (97). 33:45; Eric Took
(103). 33:54; David Irving (114), 3418
Results of Saturday's Women's
Cron; Country Championships:
Fordham 88, Bucknell 114, Lafayette
142, Wagner 183, University of Maine 113

Top individu:l finishers for U Maine
with place in parenthesis: Kerry Brothers (12), 18:45; Heather Pole (23),
19.19, Moira Armen (62), 19:55. Kate
Ringo(64), 19:57;Pamela Burley(68),
20:00.
Results of Saturday's District I
Meti's Cross Country Championships:
Dartmouth 72, Boston University 89,
Brown 96,University ofConnecticut 100,
Harvard 122
Top individual finisher for UMaine
with place in parenthesis • Sean Tynan (8),
30:22.
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v. Ile Tracey's sons Ty ler. 3, and Travis,six
months."Being with my family makes it a
little easier to relax after a hard day "
So does winning, and Walsh has done
plenty of that his record at UMaine excluding the forfeits is an impressive 250-120-14.
But until last season, Walsh had a monkey — perhaps even a gorilla — on his back
as a guy who couldn't win the big one
Three times his teams advanced to the
Final Four,and three times they went home

gone. I wanted the challenge of trying to
win again with a different group.
"But I'm still the same person I enjoy
the challenges, like this weekend when we
could go into the series with BU as the
underdogs. Hell, when was the last time we
weren't favored on our home ice? I don't
know, hut I'm looking forward to making
sure it doesn't happen again soon
Those surely aren't the words of a mildmannered, mellow man Hasn't Walsh, like
Daly believes, calmed down a lot in recent

without a win.
Then, of course, came the magic of last years?
Perhaps a test is in order,a foolproof way
year The 42-1-2 season. Paul Kariya-toout for certain is if the UMaine
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AP Football Writer
Once again, the polls have become a
source of controversy in college football.
Who should get a chance to play No. I
Notre Dame for the naticnai championship,
Florida State or Nebraska?
The two major polls disagree, fueling
barroom arguments,raising questions about
the bowl selection process and putting pressure on the voters who play a key role in
determining who gets to pl. y for the title.
"Hey, it beats talking anout NAFTA,"
said ESPN commentator Beano Cook. "I'd
rather listen to Bowden and Osborne than
Perot and Gore."
No one knows where Ross Perot and
Vice President Al Gore stand on the great
Florida State-Nebraska debate. But every
hard-core fan knows where the Seminoles
and Comhuskers stand in The Associated
Press and USA Today-CNN polls.
The AP media poll ranks Honda State
second and Nebraska third. The USA Today-CNN coaches' poll has them reversed.
The bowl coalition, which combines the two
polls to determine the major boy .1 match-

ups, has Florida State No. 2 and Nebraska
No. 3.
So who's right'?
"Nobody's rip,,tt and nobody's wrong
— it's lust a lot of opinions.- said Cook.
who votes in the AP poll. "It's a great outlet
for people who want to talk about college
football and it doesn't hurt anybody. Nobody's getting mugged over this — yet.However, others are concerned about
possible conflicts of interest and hidden
agendas. Do some coaches vote their teams
higher than they deserve to improve their
bow I position" And do some writers try to
create attractive bowl matchups when they
cast their ballots?
"We're not talking about brain surgery
with laser beams," said John Junker, executive director ofthe Fiesta Bowl,"You look
at all the teams, you do your homework and
you list the Top 25. I think the voters do a
conscientious job.The Florida State-Nebraska question is
crucial because the team that finishes sec
ond n the coalition poll will get to play
Notre Dame for the national title if both
team. win their remaining regular-season
game,
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UMaine women's basketball

•College football

Emotional Eagles set for Irish
didn't want to he mediocre. 'That's-really
when it started.'*
The biggest physical improvement for
BOSTON(AP) — Adversity has been a the Eagles during this season has been the
development of an offensive line that lost
great motiv ator for Boston College
First, the death of a teammate Then a two players to graduation after last season.
loss to Northwestern And raIK', as the 17th- That has given Glenn Foley the chance to
ranked Eagles prepare for No. 1 Notrel)ame. turn into one of the nation's top passers.
Foley, who had one touchdown pass and
memories of last year's humiliating loss to
four interceptions in the season-opening lossthe Irish.
Coach Tom Coughlin says passion turned es to Miami and Northwestern, has thrown
the Eagles around this season after an 0-2 19 touchdowns and three interceptions in
start Since then. Boston College has out- the last seven games.
Ranked sixth in the nation in passing
scored opponents 294-126 while winning
efficiency and eighth with total offense of
seven straight.
Coughlin saw little enthusiasm in a one- 298.5 yards per game. Foley already has
2,734 passing yards this season. He has been
point loss at Northwestern on Sept. IS
just six times in nine games.
to
sacked
close
was
I
that
disappointed
so
"I was
Fullback Darnell Campbell is tied for the
disillusionment, but I u ouldn't let it happen," he says. "There was no passion, no national scoring lead with 19 touchdowns
great desire on the part of the individuals to this year and is averaging 96 yards a game
The Eagles also had some pretty impresplay the garlic the: way les meantto be played.'•
offensive statistics when they headed to
sive
themselves
devoted
Eagles
Last y ear.the
— Notre Dame with a 7-0- I record and a Top
to the memory of teammate Jay
ho had died that summer from leukemia — 10 ranking last season, only to lose 54-7.
Boston College never recovered, losing
as they returned to national prominence
at home to Syracuse the foPowing week and
after foe straight losing seasons
The loss to Northwestern seemed to he to Tennessee in the Hall of Fame Bowl.
"It was a complete humiliation to every the jolt they needed to recapture that emoone,
and the reason it was is we didn't
tion this season.
"You've got some survival instincts in prepare well, we thought we were better
there: Coughlin says. "Some very. very than Yoe were Coughlin says ''The humiloutstanding young men just decided they iation was deep."

By Rob Gloster

AP Sports Writer

Stacia Rustad is among several veterans Black Bear coach Joanne Palombo
says are playing well.(Boyd photo.)
Sandi Carver offonesport-Beals High School
In Jonesport.
Carver, a 5-foot-9 guard, averaged over
20 points per game last to lead the Royal.
cites to the Eastern Maine Class I) Tournament.
"Her best days are definitely ahead of
her in terms of her basketball skills," Palomho said "She has tremendous upper-body

Maine Campus classifieds

Network Manager wanted-The Maine
Campus needs a knowledgeable person to
work 10-15 hrs/wk overseeing its network
of Macintosh Loinputers Anyone inter
ested should being a resume to The Maine
Campus n the basement of Lord Hall
Cruise Ships Now Hiring-Earn up to
$2,000-; month working on cruise ships or
Land-Tour companies World travel Summer 8, full-time employment available No
experience necessary For more information call 1 -206-634-0468 Pia C5067
WINTER SKI RESORT JOBS-Up to
12,000 in salary & benefits Ski/
Snowboard instructors, lift operators,
wait staff, chalet staff.other positions
Over 15,000 openings. For more ofor- -' -all (206)634-0469 ext V5067
GREEKS + CLUBS-Raise up to 51000in !List
one week' Fraternity, sorority • dubs Plus
$1000for yourself I And a FREE T-SHIRT just
for calling 1-800-932-0528, ext 75
Hiring for summer 14-Summer OrT
port unities throughout New England for
motivated, hardworking students Earn
55000-S12,000 runnin3 own business
ar,ao r.--dion.0,,re ;inn
• •- .111
••••••

flmiscellaneo
JOIN THE f ERNALDSNALK BAR BREAK'00
•
• •• •
FAST CLUB'
, order a special and join'
Don't forget...Deadline for submissions
71 Fn. more
"'ctv•Pw

•

MONDA NIGHT FOOTBALL AT THE
BEAR'S DEN. Week,y TAILGATE PARTY
giveaway, 99 food specials start at 8 00
Car Stereos, alarms-We carry Rock
ford, Fosgate, Clarion, JVC, more
Soundshapers-145 Elm St. Brewer
989 '889
We're back! Male & female strippers for
birthdays, fraternity, sorority & special
occasions Call Exotica 947-4406
MASSAGE fHERAPY, Renee Marie
ACUPRESSURE • DEEP
Keene, C M
TISSUE • SHIATSU RELAXATION/PAIN
REUEF. 941-1111

Minolta Camera, a' acces S350 or best
offer Also, new word processor -5250
(All Mike 581 8815
Nishiki 12 sp. bike-Exc mod 5450 or
• ", •
I 581 8815 Ask for Mike
Mac Classic 11-16 MHz,4 MB RAM,80
MB HD, 1 yr old/excellent cond Asking
5750 or B,0 Call 581 6731
Spend Thanksgiving in Chicago. 2
.'ay ticket to Chicago for 5218 Leave
749- •Cs' ,•r 27th Call x6360
P
Amiga SOO computer-',uper resolution,
graphics dna k.iier music and SPIPPCh Like
in' 1
super VGA and Soundblaster
rneg memory,2 disk drives, color monitor,
over 100 games,animation and produchv
Fly programs Mouse and 2 Joysticks 5400/
BO, will consider trades Jeff 827-7928

from page 17

strength and shoots the three as easily as any
player I've ever seen."
A three-time All-Maine selection in basketball and softball and the Maine Sunday
Telegram Athlete of the Year in 1993,Carver also excels in the classroom, ranking in
the top three in her class academically.
"She's a tremendous person and one ot
the best athletes I've ever seen in the state of
Maine," Palumbo said.
•Palombo was happy with the play of her
squad in Saturday's Blue-White scrimmage.
"I'm very pleased with how the upperclassman returned to the team physically,"
Palombo said "A lot of our veterans had
very dedicated summers and that's quite
evident to me that they did."
The upcoming season, which kicks off
when UMaine hosts Boston College on Nov.
28. has Palombo optimistic.
"We have eight returnees that are solid
and those eight have been to a championship
and been through a brutal season," Palombo
said referring to last season's 7-19 regular
season mark followed by a trip to the North
Atlantic Conference ('hampionship.
With a number of players returning. Pal()mho can gradually work the freshmen into
the lineup,a luxury she didn't have a year ago.
"I don't have any false expectations of
the freshmen," Palombo said "I'm going to
allow them to he freshmen and make freshmen mistakes. To me,the veterans are ready
to go and we'll soli of work the freshmen in
as we go."

Stop by the basement of Lord
Hall for your classified ad.

Orono-1 BR sublease w/ option to con
tinue 5 min walk to campus Avail 1/1/
94 1395/mo Call 866-4015
Orono-Available immediately 2 bed
rooms, heated Centrally located Tel
866-2816
Roomsfor rent-Old Town 2 rooms avail
immed 1 room avail Jan 1 5200/mo
includ util Margaret 827-3094
Park Place-2 BR unit with 2 baths & full
basement now open 5600 heated 862
2061

SPRING BREAK-7 Nights from 5299
Includes Air, hotel, transfers, parties ana
morel Nassau/Paradise Island, Cancun,
Jamaica, San Juan Organize a small
group Earn free trip plus commissions'
1 -800-GET-SUN-1
FREE TRIPS AND MONEY!! "it
and student organizations vvantea lii
promote the hottest spring break desti
nations, call the nation's leader Inter
Campus Programs 1-800-327-6013

Roommate needed to share a large 2
bedroom apartment in Orono 1200/mo
Call Gayle 827-8564 (after 4 00)
Looking for someone serious, m/f, to
share 2 bedroom apt S200/mo Call
945-9290 or leave message
Need roommate to share 4 BR house
located in Bangor S200/rno util included
Call 581-1438 or 947-0829
Need roommate to take over lease
for 5 months starting Jan. 1 (could
move in end of Dec ). Washburn Apts
$220 per person Call 866-4955 leave
rnessage or 617-648-5065 after 6 p.m.

Happy 21st Birthday (tomorrow), Mike
Sugar Daddy" Swortz! Your room
mates Yeastboy Noir, Calcium Kid
Lambert, Backdraft Randolph, and
Cup of Joe, The Rat.
Rave!! 9 p in to 9 a m Thurs Nov 18
%,,n -stop techno • 'nod ¶3 a pe,con
Hall basement Underground Vibes.
Blue Line Club: 7i(ket 1 k up Mori
171'-i at 7pm lack
Mee'"
,.• •

Lost
1/2 Lost in area bi•I'AePrl
Gym and Bennett Hall Reward offered.
Call 866 2861
Lost: John Travolta pin Fxtreme
mental value Lost in Penobscot Ir
Nov 4 Please all 827 6648

,

Take advantage of
our classified special:
3 lines
3 days
3 dollars.

